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John Redmond. Leader of Questions Him as to History
Irish Parliamentary Party
In Belief That Two
Sees Hope For
Ancestors Were

Interesting Documents Turning Up in
Home to
Governor's Office-Wir- ed
Papa That Situation Was Rotten and

People.

Crazy.
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MIDST OF 6REAT

Paid the
Bill-N- eat
Little Boast About Legislature to Late Secretary Hitchcock:
He Needed

Help-Territ- ory

GRANDFATHER

INDUSTRIAL REVIVAL

THOUGHT

HE COMMITTED CRII.IES

Defeat of Home Rule Bill Was Only Letter From Pennsylvania Woman
Gives Haywood Attorneys New
a Brief
and Real
Idea as to Why Demon WitProblem Lies In Farmness Made His Horrible
ing in Emerald
Isle.
Confession.
Set-Bac- k

CHERISHED LIST OF DEMOCRATS COMES
TP LIGHT AMONG

OTHER

PAPERS

Send Out Literature Denouncing
Republican Party?lf the Acting Governor Would Only
Jar Loose. Correspondent Believes He Could Add to
the General Interest in the Things That Were
Forgotten When Hagerman Packed the
Expert's Report in Little Hand Valise.

Did Reform Republicans

Santa Fe. N. M., July 15. (Special.) Governor Hagerman has positively refused to tell what he did with
the contingent expense fund of his office and how he expended the monies
appropriated by the legislature to defray his OFFICIAL contingent expenses.
It appears now as though It would
not be necessary for Hagerman to
give the Information
desired since
some of the expenditures are coming
to light in the executive office In
documents unwittingly left behind by
the late boy governor when he packed the little valise and the expert's
.
report.
In
The Citizen's correspondent
gathering Information along this line,
Interesting
found some matters of an
nature although It Is believed the
aotlMg governor, if he would do so,
could make public a great deal more.
The acting governor simply smiles.
For instance, the Citizen's correspondent has learned on absolutely
good authority that among the things
treasured by the late boy governor,
was a list containing the names of
DEMOCRATIC territorial, county and
and party
precinct committeemen
leaders. Just why this list should be
republiin the hands of a
can governor is as neat a little puzzle
as "Mow old is Ann?"
Then too. It Is pretty well understood here that campaign literature,
absolutely hostile to the republican
party was sent out quietly by Hagto a
erman and his sympathizers
large number of people.
litIt is even Insinuated that thisgood
erature is being turned up in
sized quantities but whether or not
this is the case, the Citizen's correspondent has been unable to ascertain.
By far the most Interesting matter
in connection with the contingent expense fund of the late H. J. Hagerman, however, is the telegrams
which he sent out in large numbers
at territorial expense.
The Citizen's correspondent secured copies of some of the most Interesting, but there are others.
The telegrams read as follows:
liut Ho Appointed Democrats.

January

26, 1907.

Cahoon,
Koswell, N. M.
Can you be here at once to opIf
pose the district attorney bill.
passed a democrat will be your fuattorney.
ture district
II. J. HAG ERM AX.
Paid Govt.
Long on Explanations.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2S, 1907.
Hon. Ethan A. Hitchcock,
1601 K street,
Washington, D. C.
Am writing today. Am Informed a
report unfavorable to Desendorf has
been forwarded to the land oflloe.
Respectfully request no action be taken until matter explained to you,
H. J. HAtiEUMAN.
Paid Govt.
Alwuys Consulted With Jim.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 2, l'JU".
J. S. Duncan,
Las Vegas, X. M.
Have Just returned. Captain Held
has told me of the representations
made to Iilood in regard to the district attorney matters. All these representations are absolutely and entirely false. There is no truth whatever in them. I had no conversation
whatever on the subjects mentioned
with Mr. Jones. I should never take
any action on those subjects without
lust consulting you.
II. J. HAGERMAN,
Governor.
Paid Govt.
"You and Me Both."
Santa Fe, N. M , Fe. 7, 1907.
E. L. Carpenter,
Dawson, N. M., via Las Vegas.
Mr. Hawkins Is here doing his utmost to help Mr. liursum pass the
district attorney bill which is a vicious measure directed against me and
if passed would result in greut
to the best Interests of the ter
is opposing the
Haw kins
ritory.
whole sentiment of the Colfax county
republicans In his attitude and I cannot understand his position. I am
sure that he is making a great mistake Hiid I request you out of Justice
to your company and to me to ask
him to desist until 1 can see you.
Can you come here. Answer.
H. J. HAGEKMAN.
Governor.
FW'I
Hotter Now.
I
Santa Fe. N. M. Ft-b-. 7, 1907.
E. L. Carpenter.
Dawson, N. M.
I had a long talk with Hawkins.
E.

A.

He leaves tonight; not necessary for
you to come.
H. J. HAGERMAN,
Governor.
Use Uio "Little tick."
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 11, 190".
Martin Lohman,
334 Central avenue,
Orange, N. J.
If you are against the district attorney law being pushed by Mr. Holt
for the main purpose of getting him
back into office, I would be glad to
have you so telegraph Mr. Murray.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid Govt.
"See What Utile Herb Done."
Santa Fe, N. M., March 23, 1907.
Hon. James R. Garfield,
Secretary of the interior.
Washington, D. C.
"
The territorial legislature has adjourned after having passed more
good laws than have ever been passAll
ed in any previous legislature.
of the principal legislation I asked
for in my message including
revision, educational, lauJ,
civil procedure, reduction in county
salaries and irrigation
laws were
passed. All vicious legislation which
my enemies started out with intention to pass was prevented. A mare
bitted vindicltlve and ruthless tight
was made against me personally by
a few disgruntled men and their following than ever before in New Mexico, but the strongest men in the republican party and a large majority
of the people of the territory were
The debehind my administration.
structive and vicious elements have
been eliminated from the party which
will soon be reorganized on lines satisfactory to the people here and to
Will
administration.
the national
write fully.
H. J. HAGERMAN,
Governor.
Paid Govt.
Those Spontaneous Outbursts.
27, 1907.
April
M.,
N.
Fe,
Santa
Thos. J. Curren,
Cooney, N. M.
received. SugLetter twenty-fift- h
gest you telegraph fully General
Clarkson today as you have written
me, an dask him to get busy on Sunday with telegrams to president.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid.
What Hooks Were Those?
Santa Fe. N. M., April 2s, 1907.
Neill U. Field,
New Willard Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
All papers and books asked for
Please see Gros-venmailed yesterday.
Clarkson, New Willard, in
Washington in my behalf, and consult fully with him.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid.
"It Was'tM.,My rault."
April 28, 1907.
Santa Fe, N.
E. A. Cahoon,
Roswell, N. M.
Understand you feel annoyed at
last commission sent you. Temporary
commission had to be sent to all appointees confirmed by council owing
to the negligence of Secretary Ray-nolwho failed to get supply regular engraved forms In spite of repeated requests from me.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid Govt.
Henry Wis."
"Iut
Santa Fe. N. M., April 27, 1907.
Will C. Barnes,
Las Vegas. N. M.
received. SugYours twenty-sixt- h
gest you telegraph fully to Henry
lioice at once.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid.
"Hilly Is Too Awful Popular.' '
Santa Fe. N. M , Jan. 21, 1907.
Hon. Ethan A. Hitchcock,
Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.
meets toLegislature
Personal.
day. Caucus decided on W. E. Martin, clerk United States court third
Judicial district as chief clerk of
council, salary for which Is paid out
of federal funds. May I ask. you to
attorney 'general
from
escertaln
whether It Is permisa.ble under the
law or regulations to hold these two
positions at once. It not he should
immediately be notified.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
"You'll Have l Hurry."
January 26. 1907.
J. F. Hinkle.
Roswell. N. M.
I hope you will come here as soon
as you can. Any friend of mine and
of the territory shouid be here now.
Answer.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid Govt.
g,
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Two Killed and Eight Injured Missouri Suffers Severely on Major Gatchell. Commandant
Ratings andi in FarmIn Peculiar Accl-'- "
at Rosecrans Makes
ing Country,
dent"
Some Admissions.
STEEL REBOUNDED
KANSAS AND IOWA
INTO WORK TRAIN
ARE ALSO DAMAGED

LATEST SUSPECT WAS
COOK FOR OFFICERS

Texlco, N. M., July 15. Shortly after noon today, as the work train
was distributing new steel rails along
the tracks of the P. V. and N. E.
railroad three miles east of this
place, a rail slid oft a flat car, one
end of the steel striking the ground
In such a manner as to throw the
other end back onto the car, striking
a number of native laborers.
Bldal
Porros and Salvador Moreno were

Washington, D. C, July 15. Telegraphic report came to the war department Sunday from California regarding the reported arrest of two
Japanese at Fort Rosecrans, one of
whom, R is alleged, was making
sketches of the plans of the fortifications there, and the other, it Is said,
had blue prints of some portions of
the works.
Adjutant General Alnsworth, who
Is acting secretary of war, declined to
make a public report, except to say
that there had been no arrests. Major Gatchell Is in command at Fort
Rosecrans.
Had Blue Prints.
San Diego Cal.. July 15. Major
Gatchell has admitted that in addition to the Japanese
detected
in
making sketches at Fort Rosecrans a
few days ago, another was arrested In
the fort Friday for having a blue
print of the works In his possession.
This latter Japanese was employed as
a servant at the fort. He is a man
of superior attainments.
In his room
was found a standard work on engineering. The blue print was well
drawn and showed much technical
skill, but was not quite completed.
The war department still positively
refuses either to admit or deny that
Japanese have been detected in spying on the fort, but by some others,
in a position to know the facts, the
report Is confirmed.
Japs Were Released.
Both men arrested were detained
but a short time and then released.
In the first case the man was seen
acting in a mysterious manner. He
had a memorandum pad but an ex
amination revealed that there was
no notation on it.
The second Instance occurred at
Mare Island and not at Fort Rosecrans. In this case the Japanese was
found examining the power house,
and he was escorted out of the yards.

killed, and eight others injured. Moreno's head wus crushed off. Three
of the injured will die.
The accident occurred Just as the
men were about to begin throwing
the rails off the cars, the train having begun to slow up to the proper
speed to enable them to do that
work.
It is probable that one of them
had loosened the bars which held the
steel fast on the cars, thus enabling
the rail to slide off.
It's rebound
came with terrible effect, one of the
dead men's skull being crushed, the
other's head cut off, and 'one of the
injured having a hole torn In his abdomen.
The other Injured were
bruised and suffered broken arms or
limbs. All were taken to Amarlllo,
Texas, to the company hospital.

or

(Continued on I'uge five.)
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Topeka, Kan., July 15. Along the
Union Pacliic railroad, twenty miles
west of this city in the vicinity of
Rossville and Klngsvllle, early today
a cloudburst washed away bridges on
upper Soldier and Half Day creeks,
and weakened
the railroad
bed.
Trains for the west were delayed several hours. Over six Inches of rain
fell.
Damage In Missouri.
St Joseph, Ho., July 15. The supply of natural gas was cut off last
night in the .pipe line from southern
A tarrlflo rain washed out
four lengths of pipe thirty miles
south of St. Joseph.
The rain last night was the heaviest In years. The Chicago & Great
Western passenger train Is held ten
miles north of St. Joheps by a washout. The Burlington reports four
bridges out near this city and service on all the lines is demoralized.
Dos Moines River Rising.
Des Moines, Iowa, July 15. Forty
or fifty families were compelled to
move from the lowlands last night
as the Des Moines river Is higher
than it has been since 1903. The
rain fall Sunday night was 3. Si
Inches, but lesser rains up the river
remove a probability of a break in
the levee unless the storms continue
for several days.
Heavy Rainfall.
Kansas City Mo., July 15. --The
western half of Missouri was drenched by a terrific storm last night.
Considerable damage Is reported today to the corn fields and bridges.
Trains from all dlreotlons are late.
At Carrollton,' Mo., 4.41 inches of
water fell during the storm.

Kan,

Lieutenant
Goodrich
and SOUND STEAMER GOES
Crew Badly Hurt on the
ASHORE IN A
Georgia Today.
Washington, D. C. .July 15. Word
has just been received at the navy
department of an explosion on 'he
battleship Georgia this morning in
which seventeen men were injured,
among them being Lieutenant Goodrich and Midshipmen Crouse and
Goldthwalte. Crouse is seriously injured.
The accident occurred while the
vessel was at target practice at Cape
Cod

Ray,

Mass.

Rut few details of the explosion
are known at the department, but
it is presumed that it was probably
due to some disarrangement of guns
or ammunition in one of the turrets. It was stated, though not confirmed, that the explosion came a
the men were about to fire one of
the big guns, the breech of which
had not been properly closed.
At 3:20 p. m., It was reported that
five are dead on the battleship Georgia.
it
Caun Iiiuiii'iiw 1uiiuik
Leavenworth. Kan., July 15. A
waterspout last night caused great
damage within a radius of fifteen
miles of Leavenworth.
The loss is
estimated at a half million dollars.
Nearly six inches of rain fell.
atT-M)i-

FOG

New York, July 15. Long Island
Sound steamer Shlnnacock,
from
Greenport, Long Island, for this city,
ran ashore on the northeast end of
Hart Island during a dense fog early
today.
Tugs have gone to her assistance.
Her passengers are not considered in
danger, but all of them, numbering
two hundred, were taken off the
steamer and conveyed In launches to
the city on the Island.
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RUSSIANS

When the taking
evidence In the
Haywood trial wasof resumed
this
morning, Judge Wood announced
that he had decided to sustain the
objection of Che defense to the admission as evidence of the records of
the Insane asylum, showing the commitment to that institution of John
D. Elliott, who as a witness for the
defense, testified to a long conversation with Harry Orchard in November, 1905.
Judge Wood said that the prosecution should have objected to tho
testimony when It was Introduced, if
it wanted it stricken out.
Wm. Dewey, the witness who startled the courtroom Saturday by confessing participation in the Coeur
d'Alene riot, was recalled to furtner
identify W. F. Davis as the man who
handed out guns to He mob which
tared for the Sullivan mill.
Owfttl Mnniv tn lTnkui
'
urn utjipiiw iuuk advantage
ok
him further as to hl motive for
testifying at this time.
Dewey denied that he owed $300'
to a union store at Cripple Creek and
said It was not because he was denied further credit that he left the
union. He admitted fhat he still
owed me union xzs or 3U, but said
he had never been refused credit.
The state continued further rebuttal evidence today In the Bradley explosion. Among the witnesses was
C. D. Lanson, of the Boise Oaa Co.,
who decared on the stand that gas
would not Ignite from any glow such
ss that in a lighted cigar. He said
that tlame temperature is necessary
before gas explodes.
Orchard
Harry Orchard was next called to
the stand and examined regarding
statements made by some of the witnesses for the defense.
The questions of the state were
few and Orchard was turned over for
cross examination In a few momenta.
The cross examination was devoted to an inquiry into Orchard's family history, it norw being claimed
that strung evidence has been discovered to show a strong strain of
Insanity on his maternal side.
Orchard denied all knowledge of
a grandfather named Patrick llcKtn-ne- y.
He had a grandfather named
McKlnney, but did not know whether he was Insane or whether he com,
mitted suicide.
W'ltnem aiul Attorney Quibble.
E. M. Habln. an attorney of Idaho
(Continued on Pugo four)

Gunboat Overhauls Fishing
Schooner and Takes
Her Papers.

MAY STOCK MEXICAN

STREAMS WITH

AMERICAN VESSEL IS

Boise, Idaho, July 15. The
defense tobk on new Interest In the
Haywood case today, when, Harry
.
Orrhnrrl havln.
. . r hjn
wvia luvaucu iUT awlavIn r.hli.l
State for evIrlennA
cross examination Attorney Ri chard ... -- crHcii.
01 questions renrnnfamily
garding Orchard's
history, hia
object being to show that Orchard'
maternal grandfather and an unci
had both become insane and imagined t he V hnrf pnmmlttarf tnonv
They obtained a hint of this condi- ikjii in ura ancestry mrougn a letter
received from a Pennsylvania woman.

Xu!blln,
Ireland.
July .15. The
failure of the Liberal government's
Irish bill to satisfy the exceptatlons
of the Irish people Is not causing
any great alarm among the leaders
of the Irish parliamentary party.
John Redmond, leader In fact, In
discussing conditions in Ireland today, said:
"I take an entirely different view
from that of a large section of my
countrymen, that, because at the moment the high hopes Sometimes fantastic hopes of the Irish people
have been dashed, the hands of the
clock are set back. I am not going
to subscribe to any such pessimistic
mood or feeling, and I have too
much confidence in the common
sense, patience and fortitude of my
people to believe that a disappointment of this description is likely to
dampen their ardor or destroy their
national aspirations.
"Some unthinking persons imagine
that we have to commence the struggle over again. That is a mistake.
Ireland has the British democracy
at its back today In numbers and in
force of sincerity unequaled in our
time or In our generation.
"To maintain this friendship and
to go on consolidating It will be the
aim and ambition of the party to
which we belong.
No yuan-e- l Willi Democracy.
"We have no quarrel with English
democracy; and so far as I can see,
democracy has no quarrel with us.
We have the universal approval and
sympathy of every real democratic
leader of opinion both inside and outside the house of commons.
"It is wrong, therefore, to suppose
that the Irish struggle is but in its
infancy. It is not even right to suggest that our methods have changed,
because in our recent declaration of
war on both political parties we are
only reverting to the lighting tactics
of Parnell's days.
The unanimous
rejection of the government's devolution scheme has shown English
statesmen that there is much more
than agrarian discontent at the back
of the Irish struggle. They see now
that the Irish movement is Inspired
by higher and nobler motives the
national sentiment of a people struggling for freedom to make their own
laws, to be administered by themselves.
"I should therefore be greatly sur
prUed If under all the circumstances
the result of this collapse and disappointment of the devolution bill
would not fee the consolidation and
strengthening of the national movement. The government
has now
tackled the problem of the house of
outdirect
is
lords, which
almost a
come of the hostility that irresponsible Institution has always displayed
towards any practical effort on behalf of beneficial or just legislation
for Ireland. When the powers of the
lords are somewhat restricted, Ireland
and the democracy of England will
come by their own. liut whether
the powers of the lords are restricted or not, the battle will go on In
Ireland until she obtains the same
(Continued on Page Four.)

FISH

Ouadlajara. Mex., July
15.
Geo.
W. iiayler, of this city, who for two
years has been working to secure a
i,
supply of game fish for Iake
has received a letter from Congressman John X. Gamer, of Texas,
saying lie hail asked the bureau of
fisheries of the I nlted States to make
an exception In favor of Mexico, ami
forward two thousand bass to Kl
to this time the American
Paso.
bureau of fishiiries has not supplied
fish to foreign countries.
Cha-piil.-

San Francisco, July 15.

The
H. X. Castle, Captain I'eder-wr- i,
ai rived here yesterday from the
rod tinning grounds off the coast of
Siberia, uml reported that the vessel
had been boarded by the Russian
gunboat, Mandjur.
The ship's papers were taken and
her captain warned to stay thirty
miles from shore under a threat that
his ship would be confiscated and her
oftlcers and crew taken to I'etropav-lovs- k
In irons.
Captain l'edorsen claims that his
vessel was outside the three
mile
limit, and violating no law. H will
appeal to the authorities at Washington for retire.
bark-entin-
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We Are Headquarters For Matresses
staple, "CotThe PmiWe No.
Palm Filter," and the Japaton
nese VegrtnM Down,"
The above mattresses are made for
n iy special order and we guar
antee them equal if not
Ibetter than any other
mattress at any price,
we also have the Oster-moand a full line of
the cheaper grades; we
open mattresses
will
and show you the material made of; satisfaction
1
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Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

or

m

Wl
guaranteed.

Much Actual Benefit Will be Yaqul Tribesman Under
rest on Serious Charge
Derived From

Ar- -

at Phoenix.

W. V. Fotrclle Furniture Co.

CUT PRICES!

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

INDIANS

PRIZES

CUT PRICES!
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Phoenix, Ariz.. July 15. Admit
Las Vegas, N. M July 15. It Is
but
exnected bv Urieadier Ueneral - Turn- ting that he made the vile stuff, Kale,
denying that he engaged in its
Imcton and the oftleers of the- Naarraigned
be
was
Mexico,
Jose
Maria tiuarez
who
tional Uuurd of New
:
:
whole story.
morning
are familiar with the program out- fore Juxtlce Johnstone this
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to
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and
mirre.wful birth In attendance
actual good accomplished that nasiwuth in Temple while at worn on an
Irrigating
yesterday
afternoon
canal
ever been held.
The grounds selected for the Dig I by Deputy Hherln Wayne Davis, and
rnmn are ideal. It Is one of the finest brought to the city last night.
in tup country, i immseii a xatUi inuian, ruarez nun
natural target ranges
to
there lie In it a gentle slope front the I been maklntt and selling "tis-iwlyard point to me Duusitne
male members or tne coiony oi
thousand
I
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thrown, un at the targets for the
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oft
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notable by the drunkenness
have
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Socorro, X. M., July 15. (SitccJul.)
Socorro defeated the Carthage base
iball team here yesterday to the tune
of 19 to 2. Sixteen men were Btruck
out by the Socorro pitcher, who made
the record of the season by his good
work. The vlstors were unable to
find him at any time during the
Same.
game
A large audience saw the
which despite the big score made by
Socorro was an excellent exhibition.

ARTESIAN WELLS
NEAR

TORRANCE

Torrance, X. M., July 15. (Smvc-IiL- )
Hill and Howard well drillers,
have Just finished a iwell for Mr,
Rochester, four miles north of town.
They struck a flow of water at a
depth of 360 feet.
They will remove their outfit Ij
the ranch of A. H. McDonald, six
miles from town, where they have a
contract for a well six hundred feet
deep, or until they strike water. Mr.
McJJonald is a prominent stockman
and the finding of a well of even
good stock water on this ridge means
a great deal to the stock interests.
Water for drinking purposes cannot
be found under a depth of 1,000
feet, and that In meager quantities.

OFFICIAL MATTERS
IN NEW

MEXICO

Wushlngton.
U. C, July 15. A
postotilce has been estaJblihed at Cutter, Sierra county, and Win. K. Harris has been appointed postmaster.
Thomas J. Thomson, has been
postmaster at t'hama, Hi'
Arriba county.
The following pensions have been
granted to New Mexico veterans:
Win. Holander, Santa Fe, increased
to J 12 per month from March 4,

This entire region is practically
treeless. Here and there, of course,
trees have been planted, but forest
planting has In no way kept pace
with agricultural development. There
By
Is real need for forest growth.
careful selection of the species, the
cnoice ot suitable sites, and proper
management of plantations, enough
forest can be grown to exercise a
marked etfect upon farm develop
ment and to supply wood for most
domestic purposes. The object of the
circular Is to show just what it is
practicable to undertake in the way
ot such plantations.
i'luntlng may
ibe done tor any one of three chief
purposes protection,
supply,
wood
and shad.
'A wtmioreak consists of one or two
rows of trees planted primarily for

the purpose of checking the force of
is
the winu. The term "anelter-ibelt- "
applied to larger groups of trees
and
which form forest conditions
serve a protective purpose. Any spe
cles which is adapted to the region
may ibe used for windbreaks. Where
evergreens will succeed, however
they are more desirable, since they
afford better winter protection than
deciduous trees. A windbreak con
slstlng of a single row should be
composed of a densly growing spe'
cles with ibrancnes close to the
ground.
Vao of Windbreaks.
The main use of windbreaks Is to
shelter an orchard or a residence site,
to prevent hot winds from scorching
Held crops, and to conserve soil moisture within the protected area. They
may also toe planted in open pastures
for Che protection of stock, incident
ally, the windbreak may furnish useful material, but it must be placed
where it will afford the most effective
protection, without much reference
to the character of the soil.
Wherever agriculture is practiced
In the plains region, the farmer will
find it profitable to devote a few
acres of good land to trees. It !
true that some time must elapse be
fore the plantation will become productive, iut, by the choice of rapid
growing species and by close spacing,
the thinnings which will be neces
sary In a few years will provide ma
terlal su table for fuel, stakes, and
the like.
The choice of species for this purpose is naturally very limited and
will depend somewhat on the loca
tion. Trees that grow rapidly and at
the same time produce wood ot goou
quality are best. If t'hey also Bprout
from the stumps, the forest may be
made permanently witn a utile care.
TONIGNT
AT

II

E.

Rev. J. Wesley Hill, one of the
most widely known ministers in the
United States, occupied the pulpit
at the First Methodist church ladt
evening. His sermon was one of the
most interesting ever heard in Albu
querque, and he held his audience in
close attention with his eloquence.
ToniKht Hev. Hill will deliver
lecture on 'The Reign of the Brain,"
one of a series on "Brain versus
Brawn." The lecture Is given under
the auspices of the Brotherhood ot
St. Paul and everybody is invitcu
It will begin at 8:lo o clock.
Yesterday morning the pulpit at
the First Me thodist church was nuea
bv Rev. Samutl Blair, of Kl Paso
of the Xew Mexico, Texas and Arizona confe viice of the Methoclst
church.
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
Use
Syrup.
it
Contains no opiates.
drives the cold out of the system by
gently moving the bowels. Contains
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
good as maple syrup. Uhlldren like
it. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.

BONDS ARE SOLD

10 STOCKHOLDERS
New York, July 15. A little more
than I4.OOU.000 of the Union Pacific
Railway company's new convertible
subbond issue of $i5,00U.000 was
scribed by the stockholders, accord-lng- r
to an announcement by that company today. The balance goes to a
syndicate, headed by Kuhn, Loeb &
Co. fiuiuaciiotioit to this issue closed
yesterday.
It was made against a
recent addition of 1100,000.000 to the
company's capital slock, and the
Of It are to be devoted to improvements.
was
also announced today that
It
about 19.000.000 of a bond lsue of
t2S.000.000 by the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railroad company was
taken by the stockholders. There is
no underwriting syndicate connected
with the Atchison issue, but It is understood that the remaining $ 17,000,
000 ot bonds will be taken by bankers heretofore identified with the
company.
pro-CM-

--

Darning stockings is disagreeable
work most any time, but much more
so during the hot season. You can
avoid a good deal of this by buying
our ISlack Cut hosiery because it
wear so well. All sizes for men, women and children. I'rices range from
mi".
12 hi to lit cents. C. May's shoe store,
Charles Howmer. Lueero, Increased 314
West Central avenue.
to $20 per month from March i,
19U7.
SKVKK12 1IUM ;IT
Hud Hums Quickly Healed.
t'AI'slMi NTltV.TIO
Kingston. Jamaica. July ifi. A se"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me vere drought Is causing starvation
that I feel bound to write and tell among the people on the plains of
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton, St. Kiizabeth.
457 John St.. Hamilton. Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
her knee. I applied Chamberlain's your digestive organs and furnish the
beautifully."
salve and it healed
natural digestive juices for your
This salve allays the pain of a burn stomach. It will make you well. Komost Instantly. It U for sale by all dol digests what you eat. tic Id by
druggists.
J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
1

w.v.
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today, when Attorneys Leroy Anderson and T. C. Job filed suit in the
district court against all the heirs at
law ot Hiezeklah Brooks. In behalf
of Mrs. Kdgar, asking that the ver
dict of the protoate court In the mat- ter ibe set aside, and Mrs. Edgar de
clared the lawful heir to the properly
of fhe deceased, which consists of
1133.57 rash, and considerable
real
estate In and near this city.
an her complaint Mrs. Kdgar al
leges that some time between the
years of 1867 and 1870, when she
was an Indian papoose, about eighteen months old, she was taken Into
the home of Hexeklah Brooks toy his
wife, and led to believe that she
had toeen legally adopted and would
be made the heir upon the death of
Mr. Brooks; also that she was given
the name of Bessie Brooks, and until
her marriage to Mr. Edgar, perform
ed all the duties of a daughter to
ward Mr. and Mrs. Brooks. The
story ff how she was found on a
battlefield by Mr. urooics, arter an
Indian massacre, In which her parents were sent to the "Happy Hunt
Ing Grounds,' 'Is recited in her petition.
Xo Written Adoption.
Mrs. Edgar further alleges she was
told repeatedly by Mr. Brooks that
her, and
he had legally adopted
that she firmly believed she would
be his heir upon his death, the first
Intimation she had to the contrary
being when Mr. Brooks died and it
was discovered there was no record
of her adoption, and that Mr. Brooks
had died without leaving a will.
Van H. Brooks, a nephew of the
deceased, was appointed administrator of the estate, and It said he and
the other heirs at law Ignored Mrs.
Edgar as having any claim on the
estate of the old pioneer who built
the first cabin on the banks of Granite creek, at the present site of Prescott.
The suit will probably come up at
the Septemiber term of court.
A Memorable Day.
One of the days we remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to
nnr health, is the one on which we
became acquainted with Dr. King's
Xew Life Pills, the painless purifiers
that cure headache and bllllousness,
and keep the bowels right. 25c at sll
dealers.

S. Second

317-31- 9

Phone

St.

967

Albuquerque
New Mexico

Prescott. Arls. .July 15. Another
The forest service has Just issued
in the life story of Bessie
a circular devoted to the Interests of chapter
Brooks, now Mrs. James Kdgar. who
forest planters In the 'western por claims to ibe the adopted Indian
of Hezcklah Brooks, the
tions of Kansas, Nebraska, and Ok daughter
pioneer, who passed away
lahoma, northwestern Texas, eastern Prescott
in Ohio some days ago, and tier light
Colorado, and Xew Mexico.
for the latter's estate, was recorded

LECTURE

PAINT Covers more, looks best wean
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always in stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Gash, Doors, Etc

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

G.L Keppeler

Forestry Wants Share of Fortune
For
T. M. Messerole Arrested for Suggestions
by Arizona
Work In Seml Arld
Counterfeiting at
Country.
Pioneer.
Los Angeles.

SOCORRO PITCHER

j

LAUGHED TED

A."

ESTATE

PLAINS

Ixs Angeles. Cal., July 15. Arrested 'by the city police and locked up
on suspicion, T. M. Messerole, alias
M. Nemo, will be rearrested by thi
federal authorities
tomorrow on a
charge of having in his possession
and trying to pas- - counterfeit money,
preferred against lilm foy.D. W. Wll-kl- e,
assistant secret service operative.
It Is ibelieved by the officers that
the arrest of Messerole may lead up
to sensational developments for, if
not a counterfeiter himself he Is
thought to possess knowledge of the
operations of an organized gang of
spurious colnmakers.
The case Is almost a parallel to
that of Dr. O. U. Hall, arrested ten
days ago at Albuquerque, N. M., who
was caught In the act of making lead
coin with plaster molds. It la possible that there may toe some connection ibetween the two men and the
secret service will Investigate.
$46 Made of Iai1.
When arrested Messerole had In
lead dollars,
his posscissVon forty-si- x
and later pointed out to the officers
the place where he had concealed a
or
counterfeiting
ouim, consisting
twelve pounds of 'plaster of parls, a
pair of dollar moulds, a melting pot
and a quarter of a pound of emery
powder.
He claims to have come Into pos
session of these by accident. Accord
ing to the story related to the secret
service men he Immediately sought a
"hypo" spot at the corner of Fourth
lower street upon nls release
and
July 9 from the city Jail where he
had served twenty days for vagrancy, Entering the bushes 'behind a billhoard to take a "shot" of morphine
he started to roll a 'boulder into the
shade for a seat when he uncovered
the outfit and the snurlous money.
Shouldering the outfit, which weighed
twenty-fiv- e
pounds, he (carried it to
a snot near where the railroad cross
es Alameda road and concealed it in
the weeds.
His Kxnlanautlon.
Pocketing the money and selecting
the mof.t perfect dollar he endeavor
ed to purchase some delicacies at the
store of George McMains near by
The proprietor refused to accept it
and notified the police, with the re
suit that Messerole was taken into
custody by Officer Lavel and Lieu- tenatn Lenhausen In an alley near
Twenty-fift- h
and Central.
Messerole's hands. It is said, show
none of the stains or burns, which
usually mark the counterfeiter. This
deems to strengthen the hypothesis
that he was told or the concealment
of the outfit and money toy several
"hypo" users with whom he (became
acquainted in the jail, and that his
object was to procure money with
which to purchase drugs and en.
deavor to smuggle them to the in
mates.
Messerole's history of tils life tells
the utter and complete downfall of a
man of education and attainments.
Ten years ago a graduate physician
with a large practice, later a Jour
nalist, and then a real estate broker
he now admits that he is the slave
to cocaine and morphine, and boasts
that he knows more of the use of
these drugs than any other living
man.
"I took the alias Nemo, because It
Is the Latin for sleep." said he, In
dreamy testimony of the somnolence
produced iby these drugs.

J.IN C.NATIVC
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'Tlie goat sent him rrcllng over the
RTouna."

Washington. D. C. July 12. ehort.
after President Roosevelt's recent
speech on the problem of supervising railways a friend called upon him
and remarked that the railroad gen
tlemen nan not, alter alt, appeared
to be so very much alarmed at his
utterances.
"They rnmlnd me." the (President
replied, "of an uncle of mine, who
when he was a very small child, was
In morta'. terror of a male goat which
frequented the farm. Whenever this
animal apepared anywhere in the vi- -

clnlty my uncle would take to hit
A. C. BILICKE sad JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to mils
heels and flee in mortal terror. One
New Mexico headquarters at
day, however, he came upon the goat
unexpectedly and the goat took after
the retreating form. The goat was
swifter and bogled him over from
behind and sent him rolling on the
WTound.
As soon as my uncle could
Lot Angeles, California
scramble to his feet he was up looking at the retreating oat with ail
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
appearance of fear gone from his
Attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
face. In its place was an expression
of over whelming relief and even of
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
radiant Joy. He turned with a smile
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
to his mother, who had come to hi
rescue. He didn't eat me,' said he.
"Some of the railroad people have
evidently labored under the belief
that I was going to eat them."
OOOOOOOOC000K)OOOOsX50000

JAPS

PERJURY
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ARE MASSING
IN

BAN

The Hollenbeck Hotel

STATES

Mexico City, July 15. Xlne thousand veteran Japanese soldiers Sire
now in northwestern Mexico. They
are stationed at points in the states
of Sonora, Slnoloa and Chihuahua.
Each group is commanded by skilled
commanders who saw service in the
war. About 80.000
Japanese, the vast majority of whom
are veterans of the Russian campaigns, are in the southwestern section of the United States and Lower
California.
The Japanese generals, who held
high rank in the
war, have been In Mexico for three
months. They dress like Mexicans
and are ostensibly buying land for
the Transoceanic Migration company,
whose vice president, T. Hlnata, Is a
member of the Japanese parliament.
This company Is subsidized by the
Japanese government to bring Japanese soldiers to Mexico. They have
been coming Into Mexico at the rate
of 800 a month, landing at Kallna
Cruz. Manzanlllo nrfd other Pacific
ports. In case of a war, the plan is
for the Japanese fleet to sail up the
Gulf of California and capture the
port of Guaymas and use the state
of Sonora as a base of operation in
the campaign against the United
States.
Russo-Japane-

Albuquerque

CHARGED
IN HAYWOOD

Spokane, Wash., July IB. Dr. I.
Modes, against whom a charge
of perjury In the Haywood case at
Boise, Idaho, was made recently, was
arrested here yesterday, and will be
taken to Boise today. He waived extradition.
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy Is De- Wltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve,
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly A Co.

Russo-Japane-

BOMB EXPLODED
AMERICAN

AT

EMBASSY

Constantinople. July IB. A bomb
was exploded last night In front of
the summer quarters of the American embassy at Yenl Jeul, & suburb
of this city. Four girls were slightly
Injured. The author of the outrage
could not be traced.
Bring us your Job work. Prices
the very lowest and the work Kill
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.

Machine Works
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CASE
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Foundry and

9

II. . MALL,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Bhaft-Ing-a,
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aal Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
mmmmm
Mining mn4 mill Mmmmlnmry m
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuqaerqno, N. M,

Bplltr
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkots Roofing

First and Marqoctte

Albaqoerqae, New Mexico
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The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT. Prop'f.

t 2 0 West Railroad Arenac
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Finest Whlsklss
Wlnsi, Braadltt. Etc.
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AMPUC AND
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"WeYe Off in a Bunch"

HE EEG FAIR
lSSPMSSWSSSSSSSJSSSSSSSJSJSSJSSS

NEW MEXICO'S
'Annual Territorial
Fair Association
October 7th to 1 2th, Inclusive, 1 907
Twenty-Sevent- h

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Every Day!
Every Mights
Everywhere!
Horse Racing

$8,000
1,750
3,250
1,000
2,000

Base Ball

Carnival
Historical Pageant
Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

TOTALS,

4,000

$20,000

EXPENS E

HAIF FAKE RAILROAD JRATS
"We're Going Some"

S

1
1
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The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STR1CKLER

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IX THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTirWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
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Darfi Horse

Colonel Watterson has aroused the curiosity of the southern press by
Ms statement that he has a "dark horse" democrat as a presidential candidate
and. th editors are wasting considerable energy In trylns" to k".b who the
Colonel's choice is. One of them, after going over the "possible list" comments as follows:
"Colonel Watterson says that his personally groomed and carefully concealed candidate for the presldentcy lives west of the Alleghenles and north
Linef the line of the Potomac, that he Is young, has the characteristics of vote-gettcoln, is 'preeminently a man of the people,' and has been a tremendous
In his own state.
"There are only a few democratic 'possibilities' In the territory left for
peculation, and still fewer who come anywhere near this description. If
Colonel Watterson were not such an orthodox democrat he might be suspected of having designs on LaFollette of Wisconsin, since LaFollette has
been regarded as about as good a democrat as republican. The description
fits Governor Folk pretty well, but only a part of Missouri is north of the
line Indicated, and It Is hardly believed that the Colonel would have been
'
knowingly ambiguous.
"The best fit Is found In Governor John A. Johnson, of Minnesota, bom
8wed1sh parents. At the age of 12
In that state, of very poor, foreign-bor- n
He Is a man of
John had to begin to help In the support of the family.
pretty broad attainments, the fruit of fine ability and studious application.
He Is certainly a man of the people, and the people rallied to him when his
d
opponents were
enough to hold It against him that his mother
had taken In washing to help out the family."
er

short-sighte-

Wfio Ore tfie Brafters?

The annual appropriation provided for contingent expenses for the at
torney general's office, $300 including the year 1907. Former Attorney General Reld served about four months of the present fiscal year and succeeded
In distributing an behalf of the territory, the sum of $295.41, leaving the
munificient balance of $4.69 with which to defray the expenses of the attorney general's office for the remaining eight months.
reIn this connection It is also interesting to note how these would-b- e
formers were taking care of the taxpayers by securing Increased appropriations for the benefit of their official pockets.
For Instance the $2,000 for the attorney general on the revision board
Increased to $500 for contingent expenses. Tet these very same people were
out early and late on the ourb stones and in the subsidized press, shouting
economy, 'denouncing graft, charging dishonesty to all persons who happened
to refuse to approve of the plunder policy pursued under the falBe cloak of
good government and reform.
The taxpayers are becoming suspicious or the reality or supposea economy and comfortable balances.
They have had their eyes opened by consulting the facts as shown by
the official records, and the former fond love for all of this supposed manMe
of honesty and reform as administered by the Hagerman regime has changed
to one of contempt and disappointment.
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Only Thing For a Picnic

ORCHAROJNSANE
Malcolm McDougal, of Kettner, N.
M
arrived In Albuquerque Saturday
evening spending Sunday here.
a prominent
J. T. McLaughlin,
mining man of San Pedro, spent Sunday In the city, visiting friends.
Passenger train No. 9 arrived here
at 1 o'clock this morning, being delayed on the central grand division.
Charles Kpldel, fireman on passenger engine 1200, Is laying off, and
Fireman Morrison Is taking his place.
There will be a regular meeting
or Alamo ilive. Wo. l, L. o. T. M.,
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Ranchers from the vkclnity of Cor-ralreport that there will be a good
grape crop this year In that locality.
The dove season opened today and
a numlber of Albuquerque sportsmen
went out this morning to try their
luck.
EVfego Baca returned
Attorney
from a visit to his gold mine, the
"San Antonio," near Hillaboro, this
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Francis, formerly
residents
of Albuquerque,
have taken up their residence In Oakland, Cal.
Shep Casey, manager of the J. H.
Nation Sheep company, of western
Socorro county, is In the city today
on business.
Miss Ida Hamlin, who has been In
Atbuquerque for some months, loft
for a visit to her home in Lynchburg, Va., this morning.
Mrs. J. H. Wroth, wife of Dr.
Wroth, who has been enjoying a va
cation on the Pecos river, has re
turned nome.
The Albuquerque
Browns will
probably play at Santa Fe next Sunday .the occasion being the open
ing of that city's new ball park.
Wallace Hossclden, the Albuquer
que contractor who is erecting the
new McKinley county court house at
mump, is making rapid progress
with the work.
W. 8. Hopewell, vice president of
the Santa Fe Central railway, re
turned to Albuquerque this morning
after a week's visit to his cattle
ranches near Hlllsboro.
The icirowd of pleasure seekers who
spent Sunday in the canyons and
was unusually
large.
mountains
There was scarcely an idle horse or
vehicle In the city yesterday.
$5,000 worth of staple and fancy
groceries will be sold at auction at
J. F. Palmer's store, 601 North First
street, beginning Wednesday;
July
17, at noon, and continuing daily.
Attorney W. B. Childers will leave
tomorrow afternoon for the Pecos
river with his family, who will spend
two weeKs at tne river,
but Mr.
Childers will return home this week.
Every afternoon and evening after
2 p. m. Wednesday, July 17, there
will be an auction at J. F. Palmer's
grocery, 601 North First street un-- tl
$5,000 worth of staple and fancy
goods are sold.
Juan Montoya, of Barelas, was ar
Mc- raigned before Police Judge
Clellan this morning charged with
being drunk and disorderly. He plead
guilty ana was sent to jail ror ten
days, In lieu of paying a $10 fine.
J. F. Palmer, the grocer at 601
North First street, wants to make
room for new stock and will begin
on Wednesday at 2 p. m. an auction
continuing each afternoon and evening until. $5, 000 worth of, goods are
Bold.

P. F. McCanna. secretary of the
Commercial club, will leave tonight
on the Chicago limited for Chicago
and the east. After spending several
days in the Windy City he will visit
his former home In Oswego, N. Y.,
and will then visit New York City.
Contractor Mace will complete this
week the residence of J. S. Salazar,
who will move here with his family
from his ranch n Valencia county,
and make this city his future home.
The new dwelling Is situated at the
corner of Sixth street and Iron ave

The Rio Grande republican of Las Cruces feels good over the prosperity
n nPT .'
In Ihfi fnllntirlniT
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There Is an air of general lmprovment and hopefulness about Cruces Just
now that the observant cannot help noticing which does the heart good.
Which ever way you drive on these pleasant afternoons you see houses getting new roofs and new fences and new lawns; fresh crops being sown and
the old ones bearing fair harvests because we have plenty of water. There are
new houses, too, from the large handsome home of Professor Hadley and
the attractive row of cement block residences Professor Carrera Is completing on the new Paseo, to the small cottages here and there, to be ready for
the small families who always come to us In the ran seeking neaun, weann nue.'
and sunshine.
The band concert of the American
Lumber company band was of es
ArteRia,
New pecial interest last night at Robinson
The Pecos Valley News, a republican paper published at
Mexico, says: "We have beard so much of that economical administration at park ,by reason of the novel features
A large
we
are con- - which were introduced.
penitentiary that faith in humanity suffers when
the territorial
and showed their
. .. ., v. .. hA .
aa .Qtv t.iwh
...... rATinrli nf Arthuru finvprnor RavnoldS. orowd attended
u. ... J tVia
11UIHCU U y kllc
" no
toy
appreciation of the music
hearty
There is no question as to the correctness of this report which shows not applause.
only an unsatisfactory but veally an alarming state of affairs. Instead of
Conupany
City,
I),
of
and
Silver
savlnr to the territory over 44.000 per month as heralded by the Morning
Company A, of Las Cruces, will take
Journal, the Roswell Record and other democratic papers, Mr. Trelford was breakfast here next Sunday morning
really spending thousands of dollars more than was spent in preceding years. while en route to the territorial na
So much for the boasted reform and economy. Read the article entitled tional iguard encampment at Las Veg
Companies E and G, of old town
Financial Condition of the Penitentiary," and see how Mr. Trelford saved as.
Sunday
and Albuquerque, will
94,000 a year to the territory."
with the companies from Silver City
and Las Cruces for Las Vegas.
Complaints are being made by citi
The hint that President Roosevelt, in his annual message to the next
congress, may recommend that the government shall become a stockholder zens using the railroad crossing near
the brewery that the engineers do
In some of the larger railroad companies, must, In the absence of corrobora
ring their locomotive bells as a
'mere is a cer not
tive Information, be restricted to the realm of speculation.
as warning to drivers and pedestrians.
tain Ingenuity in the proposition that might well point to Mr. Roosevelt
building close to the tracks at
The
a quamy this point
Its author; but as the news reaches the public u presenis
render it especially necesIt may be Bald, at least, that sary
which mav be safelv classified as "tentative."
for the use of warning signals,
as the approach of engines cannot be
the story as yet is lacking In the element of authenticity which would warrant Mr. Bryan in indulging in a fresh burst of cachlnnation about the noted until within a dangerous
proximity.
president "stealing our clothes."
B. K. Adams, proprietor of the
parlors at 501 West Cen.
"When one comes to think of the amount of land that yet remains to be undertaking
tre.1 avenue, returned this morning
taken up under the homestead laws, he cannot but be struck with the thought from his former home at Joneaboro,
be the property of private individuals and Indiana, where he has been visiting
that these fertile lands are soon tothing
of the past." says the Carrieozo out for three weekg with his parents and
the free land business will be a
last little daughter. At Sterling, III., Mr
look. "In the land office of Roswell there wre more than 5,000 entries year
Adams purchased a handsome new
year, and the rush for these lands continues, even Increases, so that this
which will arrive here n
will doubtless see a larger number than last. At this rate It will not be long ambulance
a
week.
He also visited Kansas.
until the land near the railroad which Is now open to entry will be worth a where he succeeded In securing a
good price and the man who wants land will have to pay for It.
team of black horses which will be
used on the new ambulance.
as
abso
declare,
At Bear canyon yesterday a pleas
Both the Japanese and American diplomats hasten to
picnic party was given In honor
lutelv unfounded, a renort which came from London to the effect that Japan ant
off Misses
A ell
Stern, of St. Louis
if
this
was Impertinent over the California troubles and had Insisted that
Alice
and Essie Gottlelb, by
nation would not protect her citizens the Japanese would come over ana ao about Flrth
twenty
The younrf
it people enjoyedfriends.
the work themselves. The report sounded rather Improbableanybecause
In
themselves
the
sucn vio mountains
positively warlike and there has been nothing to warrant
all day and drove home
to
even
keep
everybody's
business
in tne evening, on the return trip
lent language. In times of irritation It is
two of the young men. who were rid
tempered and not pass any hasty Judgments.
Ing horsciback,
became separated
from the rest of the party, lost their
way In the darkness and were de
The Bowery Savings Rank of New York City holds over $100,000,000
representing the accumulations of thrifty people, largely worklngmet.. They layed several hours In reaching home
Miss Rena Grunsfeld will leave for
are all capitalists, for it is their money in part which assists in the carrying
the summer home of her mother on
out of many Important enterprises for the development of resources anil to the
Pecos tomorrow.
add to the wealth of the people.
Poll tax is still being collected by
of the Peace W. W. McClel-l.i- n
Law son has thrown In his fortunes v.itli the S'niidurd Oil crowd. The Justice
police headquarters
at
in
the
unscrupulous,
muckraking
the
thoroughly
magazines
but
succeeded Korber building on Second street.
man is
eyes
people
during
they
over
so
wool
a
of
the
period
pulling
the
In
the
that
Summons are being issued and all
Lawson delinquents whose names begin with
ran away with the idea that he was a reformer und their friend.
A
and H have been served. Summons
is
name
Lawson.
friend,
one
only
and his
has
will lie served on the remainder In
order as fast as the
The Lordsburg Liberal sayB that the county commissioners had a very alphabetical
can be made out. Persons who
quiet peaceable meeting last week, much to the surprise of the commission
have not thus far been summoned
era and the assessor, which would indicate that the county commiusioners will save the court costs by paying at
general conducted their meetings on the order of the Hague peace confer once. No male over i years of age
who is a resl'lent of the city, for no
fence.
matter how lately he may have arrived,
from paying poll tax
The Kanta Rosa Sun says "be reasonably polite to the editor." from except exempt
be
he
incapacitated
from
which It might be inferred that the editor of the sun was not always received earning a living, a member of the
open
arms.
with
volunteer lire department or a soldier serving in the U. S. army, or
Did Mr. Hayward know that there is a territorial statute regarding the above the age limit.
ale of supplies to territorial institutions by territorial officials'.'
01t us your ROUGH DRY work
The public Is still awaiting an explanation from the Morning Journal Monday, and get It back Wdntua
Imperial Laundry Co.
on that prison beef graft.
JAll

CITIZEN.

DEFENSE ATTEMPTS TO PROVE
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FlXEtil EQUIPPKD JOB DEPARTMENT.

EVENING

-

u
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(Continued From Page One.)

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

Springs, Colo., was the last wltnena
morning. He testified that
ueiecuve jyte Gregory had been em
ployed to get evidence in a case of
conspiracy, growing out of the at- iacK on tne sun and Moon mine.
The defense has claimed
that
Gregory had nothing to do with any
ining in wnich the Federation
was
interested.
Richardson and Sabln were en
gaged In a trial of cases, which grew
out of the Sun and Moon eXDloslon
in Colorado In 1903, and today they
engaged In an interesting verbal duel
over wnetner the persons arrested
for that crime and acquitted were kt
really guilty or not.
Richardson drew out the fact that
at the time of the explosion Sabln
and eighty other members of the
Citizen's Alliance were placed under
bonds to keep the peace.
The witness denied that for this
reason the Federation men had been
prosecuted. A recess was taken be
fore the cross examination concluded.
or tne

TELEGRAPHIC

New York Stocks.
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Achisotn com
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Hrookyn Rapid, Transit
Canadiun Pacific
C. F. and I
n
G. W
Erie com

,

89

119

14

44
9114
57
98
67
174 '.4
32
1

H4

25

V4

........

90;
53;

M. L. SCHUTT
STRUGGLE

Money Market.

New York, July 15. Prime mercantile paper 54i!6 per cent; money on call firmer 2 B 4 per cent.
Metal Market.
New York, July 15. Lend iuiet
$5.155.25; copper unsettled $21.75
4D22; sliver 6"c.
Spelter Market.
St. Louis, July 15. Spelter weak,
$6.05.

Our ROCtiH lUT work aon'shav
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
DeWItt's Little Early Risers. Small,
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly & Co.

roit svi.i:tSou ui:vr.
Two hundred acre of farm- lug land in Iah I.uiium county,
all miller dltcli. V. S. Mi.ni,
Culm, X. M.

IMMlillUIMIti

COMK! COMK!
Come to the cash buyers midsum-

mer clearance sale. Everything reduced in goods you want for this hot
weather. Hhirt waists, skirts, under
wear, oxfords in white, tan and
black hosiery, sun bonnets, belts;
men's $1.25 shirts 75c; 75c shirts 60c;
60c shirts, 3'Jo; men's silk faced 60c
Men's and boy's
underwear. S9c.
suits all reduced. Hundreds of other
bargains. Special cut on all kinds
of groceries.
Come and look; lots
of clerks to wait on you. The lemon112
ade is free.
North Second street.
Big lot of granlteware, 23c.

C. F. Allen

Strttt
Real Estate and Loans
219 South 2nd

FOR

Agent for

Galvanized

.

RIGHTS

Travelers' Insurance Co.,

(Continued From Page One.)

Life and Accident,
The Str o n g e st Company
Writing Accident Insur-

Hartford, Conn

measure of consideration from England as the other parts of the Brttisii
empire.
Industrial Revival.
Ireland is nuw Jn the midst of an
Industrial revival. I see a consoling
and encouraging spirit of Industrial
activity that is highly creditaible to
every man and woman in the coun
try who is personally or even remote
ly identified with it. 1 cannot help
teelinig that the movement has done
and is doing much to stop the tide of
emigration which has been one of the
greatest disasters to our country.
uut wtine this Industrial move
ment is doing good work, we must
not forget that Ireland is essentially
an agricultural country, and thai
the proiblem of the land Is at the
root of the Irish difficulty, and until
that problem Is solved the building
up of industries cannot be expected
to make any material headway In
regions which have always been regarded as purely agricultural. But
while awaiting the solution 01 the
land problem there is no reason why
Ireland should not 'provide an excel
lent field for the investment of capi
tal towards the development ox her
Industrial resources.
Situation Uccoiiics Serious. '
"America has already done a little
In this direction, and I see no rea
son why she could not do a great
deal more. Some of our wealthy
friends In the United States could
find at the moment exceptional fa
cilities for the investment of money
in Ireland.
"The grazing agitation that is now
exciting so much attention in the
west ot Ireland is unquestionably not
of the dangerous nature that enemies
of Ireland would try to make out.
This division of the grazing farms in
congested districts is not, as some
people Imagine, a new proiblem.
it
Is as old us the formation of tho
probIs
one of the
Land league, and
lems that the late Michael Davilt set
himself to solve in the early 80's.
The great difficulty In this matter Is
and always has been that many of
the uersons who rent these farms for
cattle feeding have been more or less
identified with the national movement. Political considerations must
to interfere
no longer be allowed
with the division of these grazing
among
Men and
people.
the
ranches
women are more valuaible to Ireland
If the
than sheep or bullocks, and kept
at
men and women are to be
go.
must
home the cattle
"Nothing has contributed more to
the propensity for emigration among
the .population, especially In the west
of Ireland, than the tying up of land
This system must
In cattle ranches.
now cease, and I can see the people
severe struggle.
a
are prepared for
What the government will not do the
people will do for themselves."

s

ance in the World.
General

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
RAMBROOK BROS.
Phone B96.
112 John Street

BAR OF COMMERCE
109

Call up 597
BAKERY LINE
R.R.Ave,

South First St. 'Phone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

When in need of anything in the
E.

Jobbing

305 West Gold

Highland Livery

202

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.

0(XXXXX)CXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXXXX)

French Bakery Co,

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and I Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces.

Tin

Gradi & Gannini

We give special attention to FARM MACmXEUY Alfalfa Mowers.
Wheat Rinders, Rakes, liny Presses, Wind Mills. We carry high quulity of
of machinery and tools. Write us for special catalogue. J. KORIiER & CO.,
Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.

These Are
Carriage
Buying
Days

1M

I

Easy Terms

.

rtntiuiYTiuii

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
enlcle to enjoy the summer months? If yon
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
incomes.

63.
39.

16c.

t

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex,

76
Missouri Pacific'
63
National Lead
NewYork Central
112H
75
Norfolk
38
Ontario and Western
.
Pennsylvania ..
123
10 '4
Heading com
22
Rock Island com
79
Southern Pacific ., . . ,
132 Hi
St. Paul
141
Union Pacific
37
U. S. S
100
U. S. S. pfd
16
Greene Cananea
48
Old Dominion
170
ralumet and Arizona
3
Santa Fe Copper
Copper Range
si
46
Utah Con
84
North Butte
i
17
S. and P
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, July 15. Cattle receipts.
29,000.
Market weak to 10c lower.
cows
$1.75$i
Reeves $4.707.,'fO;
calves
$2.60 5. 76;
heifers
5.30:
steers
$6.00 if? 8.25: good to prime
$5.76U7.30; poor to medium $4.70
5.65; stockers and feeders
$2.90f)
5 2 5.
20,000.
Market
Sheep receipts
weak. Western $4.75 '5.90; year$5. DOW
lings $6.00y ti.70;
lambs
7.40; wesem $5.50 7.60.
.
Kansas City Market.
Kansas City, July 15. Cattle re
celpts 15,000. Market steady to 10c
3.ibM5.u
lower. Southern steers
southern cows $2.50ft'3.85; stockers
and feeders $3.07i4.75: bulls $2.76
614.75; calves $4.00 & 7.00; western
fed steers $4.25 ft 5.90; western fed
cows $2.754)4.60.
Sheep receipts 5000. Market steady.
Muttons $5.25 f 6.00: lambs $7.00ii)
7.65; range welhers $4.75 ?j 5.90; fed
ewes $4.50 5.25.
Produce Market.
Chicago, July 15. Closing quotations:
Sept. 83
Wheat July
Sept.
Corn July
Oats July 44; Sept.
Pork July $16.16; Sept. $16.35.
Lard July $8.77; Sept. $8.97.
Ribs July $8.50; Sept. $8.65.
St. IxjiiIs Wool Market.
Kt. Louis. July 15. Wool steady
Territory and western mediums 21 (it
26: fine medium 1719; fine 14 W

w

Compartment

MARKETS

Market letters received bv F. 3.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
Summary of Conditions.
New York, July 16. Rumors of
conference of administration officials
to decide on policy In Harriman matter.
Coppers In London strong.
Conflicting reports on telegraph
strike but some prospect of settle
ment in tisco.
National City Bank shows princi
pal decrease In loans In bank statement and Bank of Commerce largest
Increase In cash.
Canvass of leading Industrial cor
porations show an average falling oft
of 15 to 20 per cent In new orders.
Antnracite
trade still breaking
records f r the time of year.
.fair demand for stocks In the loan
crowd.
Rumors of another offering of New
York City bonds In near future.
Chicago reports continuation
of
good crop weather benefitting
all
trade.
Bank of England expected to se
cure bulk of 300,000 pounds bar gold
in open market there this morning.
American stocks in London firm.
to
higher.

C.

I

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 68
Degrees for 14 Hours. Inf if dispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

.

Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
alt kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.
ifhwisr-naa- ni
. in

"Many of the residents of Albu
auemue are paying their poll tax
without trouble," said Justice of the
Peace W. W. McClellan this morn
ing.
"While a number are kicking,
they nevertheless do not care to be
sued, which will be done In the cases
of all who refuse to comply wun tne
law.
"A number are under the impression that I am getting a rake off in

the taxes 1 collect, but they are mistaken. The only remuneration I receive is when I am compelled to
bring suit against the party who refuses to pay his poll tax, and that
don't amount to very much."

Albuquerque Carriage
Corner First

anTJJeraRoadM

REFRIGERATORS

TOO I.ATK TO CKVSS1KY.
general
for
WANTED Woman
housework; good cook. Wages J3fi.
Mrs. Gregory Page, Gullup, N. M.

rrE havejust

Constipation.

consignment of refrigerators, zinc
and white enamel
lining, ranging in
prices from $10.00
to $40.00.

there Is nothing
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. They always
produce a pleasant movement of the
bowels without any disagreeable ef
Price, 25 cents. Samples free.
fct.
For sale by all druggists.
For constipation

O

I

c

A new restnuranv under the management of M.xrcus and Anderson,
hus been opentd In place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and la now In first class running order. You will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
In these parts, and nobobdy knows
the management and nanclering of a
restaurant belter than Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

Co.

ALBERT FA BUR'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab Building

1
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BOY EXCELLENT

BODY OF DROWNED
B

Try our Teas

RESULT

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teas

Who Was Innocent Bureau of Animal Industry
Is Increasing Its UseCause of Death. Has

Alan.

Including

Gunpowder,
Oolong,

Though diligent search has been
made for the body of Francisco Vlllegas, the young musician of the
Mexico National show,
who wal
drowned near the Barelas bridge lit
noon Saturday, it has not yet been
discovered and the searchers are be
ginning to believe that It is so deeply
imbedded in the sands or the shifting
river bed, or snagged beneath drift
wood so firmly that it will never rise
to the surface.
The young man was
drowned while attempting to recover
his socks, which one of his companions had playfully thrown into
the stream where nine members of
the show company were swimming.
At that time all the party denlel
knowledge of the identity of the man
who threw the socks Into the water
but it is now reported that one of
the musicians has disappeared. He
was the party suspected of the action which caused Vlllegas' death.
No direct effort will be made to
apprehend him as there was no Intent on his part to cause the death
of Villegus, who was one of his warm
friends. It was merely fear of posevidently,
sible prosecution,
that
drove him to leave the city.
Vlllegas' body may rise in a short
time, providing It Is not held down
by drift or sand, and
will
be kept on the river to determine
whether It can be found.
With the death of Vlllegas and the
flight of his companion, the Mexican
National show has lost the services
of four of its musicians since coming
to Albuquerque.
One of them Is in
the county Jail for stabbing another,
who is still unable to rejoin the show
and Vlllegas and the missing man
complete the quartet.

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
a special blend for Iced Tea.

It is something better
than you are now using.
TRY IT

MALOY'S
I

Bfcc

Columbus
Hotel
For Good

X

fe

Meals- -

HEAT
LATE

BOY EXECUTIVE

SULTED SENATOR

AFFECTED

JIM

(Continued From rage One.)
'Can't Offend My Attorney General."
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 26, 1907.
Wm. U. Newcomb,
Silver City, N. M.
May we publish your letter on
gambling leaving out that part about
.attorneys. Publication
would help
the cause.
H. J. .HAGERMAN,
Governor.
How About the Democrats?
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.

.

charged with
Iverson,
Christian
being drunk and disorderly on the
streets, was arraigned before Pollen
Judge McClellan this morning and
committed to the city Jail for five
days.
Iverson maintained that he
was not drunk, but that as a result
of an accident when he was nineteen
years of age when he was struck by
lightning on the head he exhibited
the scar to prove his story he is
subject to occasional fits. He claimed that while thus affected he Is not
responsible for his acts and that In
the present instance he was not
drunk. He said the heat of Saturday
brought on an attack and which the
police took for drunkenness.
"But you took a few drinks Sat
urday night, did you not?" asked
Chief MoMUlln.
"I had a drink or two," admitted
Iverson, "but it was the heat that
affected me."
"How could the heat affect you at
midnight?
asked the marshal.
Iverson could not satisfactorily explain this iphenomenon and was given the choice of paying a fine of $5
or reposing five days in the icooIct
where he would be out of danger
from the heat.

J. A. Mahoncy.
Deming, N. M.
1 should appreciate It If vou would
wire Moran, whose vote is neutral in
the district attorney .bill that his constituents will thoroughly endorse him
In standing against the bill. Bill' is
aimed at me by Qursum and his
crowd and is an open attempt to
tnwart me.
H. J. HAOERMAX.
"Dear Papa Send Mo Ten."
January 26, 1907.
J. J. Hagerman,
Roswell, N. 11.
Please urge Hlnkle and any one
who can nefp me to come here at
once.
The situation Is rotten.
MARION
H. J. HAGERMAN.
Paid Govt.

..

LITTRELL
AT

YOUNG

MAN'S

MEMORY

The funeral of William A. Beaven
who passed away Friday after a
month's illness, was held at 9 o'clock
this morning at Border's chapel and
Conception
later at Immaculate
"
church.
Nearly one hundred of the Knights
or coiumious, or which order he had
been a faithful and honored member,
attended and conducted the services
at the chapel.
At 9:3.).- the casket, escorted by the
Enlghta of Columbus and many other friends of the popular young man,
was taken to the church of me Immaculate Conception, where solemn
requiem mass was said by iiev. tamer A. M. Mandalari.
The church was completely filled
with the young and old friends of
the deceased, and at the conclusion
of the services, the casket was again
placed in the funeral car and escorted to Santa Barbara oemctery where
it was tenderly laid in its last rest-in- s
place.
William A. Beaven, who was a
nephew of County Treasurer John S.
Bearen, was one of the best known
young men in AHjtMjuerque. He was
for some time a trusted employe of
the Whitney company, leaving his
work only when stricken with typhoid fever.
He was of genial disposition, strictly honorable and a true friend to
every man. a character which won
lot him the honest friendship of
every one with whom he came In
contact.
A month ago he was stricken with
typhoid, and for a time seemed to
improve but filially gre.w worse and
last Friday passed away. His death
cast genuine sorrow over many
homes, not only those ,f his relatives, but also those of his hundreds
irf friends, who knew and loved him
because of his true, manly worth,
lfts loss is a severe blow to them as
well as to the aged father and other
relatives In distant states who were
unable to 'be with him when the end
came.
At a meeting following services by
the Knights of Columbus, the following resolution was adopted in his
honor:
Whereas. It has pleased Almighty
God to take from our midst Brother
William A. Beaven one of our most
brothers,
respected
and faithful
therefore, be it
"Resolved, That we, Albuguerque
Council No. 6 41. Knights of Columbus, do hereby extend to the family
of our deceased brother our hesrtfelt
sympathy in this, their hour of atiiic-tioand we deplore with them the
untimely taking away of their nun
He it further
and brother.
"Resolved, That a copy of thes
resolutions be sent to the family ot
our deceased brother, spread upon
the minutes of this council and published in the press of this citv.
P. F. M't'AN.VA
Grand Knight.
II. P. KNIGHT.
F. A. Ml'RPHY.
J. H. O'RIEIXV, Committee.
n,

One of the most useful department
of the United States government Is
tne bureau of animal Industry,' and
while this department does not bring
In one cent of revenue, it has done
more to build up the animal industry
In this
country
than any other
agency. The bureau is a part of the
department of agriculture and the
chief Is Dr. A. D. Melvln, with headquarters at Washington, D. C.
An outbreak of a disease called
pleuro pneumonia, a cattle malady,
about the year 1883, was the cause
of the bureau's coming Into existence.
This malady (became a menace to
the cattle industry and the govern
ment tooJt steps to eradicate the di
sease and succeeded. From that time
the bureau has grown steadily until
It Is one of the most important
branches of the government work.
Pour Divisions.
The bureau Is divided Into four di
visions, dairy. Inspection, quarantine
and
divisions.
The dairy division has to do with
the Inspection of all dairy products,
such as butter, cheese, condensed
milk, etc. The regulations In regard
to renovated
utter are enforced, and
all products for export rigidly Inspected. It Is due to this division
of the bureau that the people are
protected from Impure m!Vk foods as
far as possible.
The Inspection department deal
with the live stock in the raising
primarily.
Thousands of inspectors
are employed by the government,
who visit the live stock ranches and
see that the regulations regardln
the raising of animals are complied
with. The chief activity of this divi
sion Is In fighting disease.
In this
part of the country the Inspectors
are now engaged In fighting the scabbier among sheen.
A recent meeting of the New Mexico sheep sanitary board and government Inspectors was held In
at which meeting a campaign for cleaning and disinfecting
the sheep corrals of the territory,
and for flipping nil sheep was planned. Disease of horses, cattle, swine
and other animals are likewise combated when the necessity arises.
Quarantine Division.
The quarantine division deals with
the importation and exportation of
animals. All animals shipped to this
country from foreign ports must en
ter the united States at certain es
tablished ports of entry where the
tock Is lnr)ected. If any Infectious
disease Is discovered, the animals are
held In Quarantine until such, time ss
It takes to determine whether or not
the disease Is dangerous or In any
way a menace to the live stock Industry. Upon the verdict of competent
veterinary Inspectors stock Is admit
ted. destroyed, or refused entry and
returned to the port of shipment.
Under this division, also, comes th
Inspection of all meats for export
or that which enters Into the Interstate trade. This Includes all meat-foo- d
products.
At every slaughlr
house engaged In foreign or Interstate trade government Inspertors
are stationed to examine the meat
products. Both ante- and meat-foo- d
mortem and
examina
tlons nre made. Products that su''
inspectors are
cessfully pass the
inspected and passed tin
marked:
der act of congress ..." That (which
pass
to
Is lnihelled with a red
'alls
tag and sealed with the government
seal. The stub of this red tag bears
the same serial number as the tag
and Is retained by the inspector. All
suspected meat Is sent to the con
demned ,room and kept there until
the Inspector can make a more thor
ough examination.
The key of this
room Is kent bv the inspector and no
pemon
other
has the right of en
trance without his permission. Meat
which s condemned is put Into a
great tank whl"h Is sealed at the top
and bottom with the government seal
so that It cannot be opened without
the knowledge of the Inspector. Then
the meat Is cooked 1n this sealed tank
until It Is reduced to a fertilizer pro
duct.
Field Work.
The field work of the bureau of
animal Industry is of especial InterAt
est of residents of the west.
present In the west the Inspection
along
division is active
three main
lines, namely.
the eradication .if
sheep and cattle "scabbles," and the
Texas fever tick. The methods of
treating sheep for the "scabbles" has
Scabbles of
been often described.
cattle Is being fought along similar
lines.
One of the greatest menaces to cattle is the Texas fever tick. This tick
Is a parasite.
Cattle raised in the
southern states have a disease producing organism In the blood and.
though these cattle are practically
Immune from the Texas fever prothe tick
duced by this organism.
which sucks the (blood of these animals, can transmit the diitwte to
northern cattle. With northern animals the Texas fever works havoc,
a large percentage of those Infected
succumbing
to
For
the malady.
this reavon extreme precautions are
neceamry In guarding agaJnst this
tick coming into contact with northern cattle. Hence no cattle are allowed to be moved from the south
to the north except when the weather
in the north Is cold enough to kiil
the fatal tick. The only exception
to this regulation is in regard to
southern cattle which are shipped
north for immediate slaughter. Kven
thefe are shipped under rigid restrictions.
Mating Vaccine.
The blu-- c hemic dtvtstuu of the bureau is mainly concerned with the
making of various vaccines such a
black leg vaccine, tuberculin vaccine
and others. These vaccines are supplied to stockmen free of charge, in
the prevention of disease theie vaccines are instrumental in saving thouof animal
sands upon thousands
every year. The vaccines are Innocu-late- d
Into the blood of animals exposed to contageous disease.
In 1K03 there was an outbreak of
the fiwit and mouth disease among
the horses in the New England
states. In only nine months the bureau stamped out the dUeae entirely. This Is the only country i!i the
world that has ever succeeded In accomplishing such results after the disease had a foothold.
The bureau also conducts a number of experiment stations unci breeding farms for the purpose of breeding special types of animals. There
are a number of these farms and
stations in the country and many different experiments are being carried
port-morte- m
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PRISONER'S BRAIN

CON-

Com let's C'unip andMi'UI
Purchases and Installing a

Mew Overseer.
Las Vegas, N. M.. July 15. (Huev- lul.)
Marion Uttrell, superintendent
of the territorial prison, Is at the convict camp on the scenic highway near
this city Inspecting the camp and
making minor changes In the personnel of the guards.
It is understood also, that he will
look Into the matter of the sale of
meats for use at the convict camp by
the Lias Veigas member of the prison
board at an excessive rate.
Mr. Uttrell will not talk for publication.
IHe has appointed
Marcellno
as a member of the night
guard shift at anta Fe.

to

DEATH
Oral
OF MISS PIUMIKICK.
Jurv to Inquire Into tho manner
of death of Miss Emily PhlUbrlck.
who died at the Santa .Fe hospital
here as the result of an accident at
Gallup Saturday morning, was summoned today by W. W. McClellan.
justice of the peace. After viewing
the body of the deceased, the Jury
adjourned until July 17 at 2 o'clock.
INQUEST
A

The funeral of Mrs. F H. Wolklng
was held yesterday afternoon from
the Presbyterian church with Intercemetery.
Rev.
ment in Fairvlew
Hugh A. "Cooper officiated and a
large number of sorrowing relatives
and friends paid their last respects
to the memory of the deceased.
WANTED YOUNG
SODA FOUNTAIN.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

MAN
VAN N

CO.

FOR

DlttU

A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy Is De

Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

PAIN

Pita in the hssd vain anywhere, has R causa,
Piin is oongustiuo, pain i blood pressure nothing
else usually. At leut, so mi t Ir. fcboop, and to
prove it he has creatod a little pink tablet. That
lleadacbe lablef
tabWt called Dr. blioop
coaxes blood p mature away from pain centers.
Its eflnct is charm tiif. pleasingly delightful. Gentiy.
though aaituy. it turely wiualius U" blood circu.
latlon.
If you have a headache, it's blood pressure.
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervrtis. it's bluod
eongnMlori
That surely is a
blood pressure.
certainty, for lir. Snoop's Headaebe Tablet to
It in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply diurlbuM
(be unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't it ret red. and
well, and pain youT Oi course It does. It's ouo
nation, blood pressure. You' 11 find it where pain
u Mr always. It s simply Common Sense.
s sail at '& owiu, and cheerfully rucommaod

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

"

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j

"ft
Whereto Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Day.

Ceylon-Indi- a,

5

presumably for use In the U. 8. cavalry.
This Is but a brief and Incomplete
outline of the work of the bureau of Consult
a Reliable Dentist
animal Industry. The business of this
department has become so great and
the work so extended and varied,
m
that It is held up as an example to Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 np U
other nations. At the rate of progress now being made In combating Gold Crowns
$
animal diseases, it will not be many rainless Extracting.. . 50o
T
years before the live stock of the
country will be practically free from
destructive diseases.
ALL WORK ADSOLUTFLY GUARANTEED.

fulness Every

Disappeared.

Japan,
English Breakfast,

raoa nvn.

f

DISEASE

We have a full line of

CITIZEN.

on. At a breeding farm .In Colorado
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME MADI
government is seeking' to breed CANDIES. AT WALTON'S DRUG
OF the
an Improved type of saddle horse, STORE.

EFFORT AGAINST

HAS NOT BEEN

EVENING

Open Day and Night.

INJURIES

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Miss Emily Phllbrlck,

the teacher
DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
at the Fort Defiance Indian school.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
wno was run over ana lataily injured
by a Santa Fe switch train at Gallup, N. M.. early Saturday mornln.
and who was brought to the Santa XXHIXXXXAAXXXXXXX1XXXXXXI
w sr hi timww
re nospital Here for treatment, died
at that Institution at 11:30 o'clock
Saturday night.
Her death was due to concussion
of the brain and the shock caused
by her right limb being crushed off
120 South Fourth Si:
below the knee by the car wheels.
Lp to a late hour Saturday afterHair Dressing.
Facial Missafe H
noon the attendants at the hospital
SRampooing
Eleclrolosls
were of the opinion that Miss Phll
Scalp Treitmeat
Maolcrlsf
brlck was suffering chiefly from the
Chlldrta's
Hair
Culling
shock, but an examination
by Dr.
Cutter, house surgeon, developed the
We manufacture all kinds
fact that her brain was also affected.
of Ladles' Hair Goods. ComWhen Miss Phllbrlck fell with her
plete line of Switches, Pomparight limb across the tracks, her head
dours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
struck a stone or piece of iron, causing a concussion of the brain.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
lAfter being brought to the oc.il
Creams and Tonics, which are
Santa Fe hospital by Dr. William 11.
especially prepared
uurr, railroad physician at Gallup,
for this
climate. Your patronage is reMis. rhllibrWk was made as comfort
spectfully solicited.
able as possible by the attendants,
who worked untiringly to save her
life, but to no avail.
Up. to an hour before her death.
Mr. and Mrs, James Slaughter,
the injured woman rested fairly well,
but during that hour she suffered
Pnprietors
considerable pain, sinking into unconm.
sciousness shortly before death relieved her agony.
miss Catherine Phllbrlck, her sister, who lives near the Akbuquerque When in Silver City Patronize
Indian school, with her mother, w&a
at her bedside when the end came.
The mother, Mrs. Sarah Phllbrlck,
was prostrated when she heard of
the accident, being unable to visit
her daughter.
rHIVAIt BOARDING HUUSt
The funeral services were held at
2:30 o'clock
this afternoon from
Next Elks' Opera House
Strong' schapel, Rev. J. C. Rollins
of the First Methodist church, officiating. A number of beautiful
floral offerings showed the esteem of
fnends of the deceased.
The body will be taken to Fennl-morwith
Wis., tonight for burial.
It
will be accompanied by the bereved
mother and sister.

Beauty Parlors
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Mrs.

e,

Van

Riper's

Your Credit is Good

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tbe telephone make the

The best remedy for bachache,
of the
weak kidneys, Inflamatlon
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad
der Pills. Their action is prompt
and sure. A week's treatment for
25c. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

Mefzrsolu
RACE

r

treat Cenfrwf

BELL'S

LIVERY

YOU jrE&

QUESTION

"The Mexican governor of Juarez
has settled the race question in that
town,
said an til Paso business man
In Albuquerque today.
"Oq July 12
an order was published ordering tha
signs be placed in all street cars
reading aa follows:
" These Seats
for Whites' and
'These Seats for Colored People.'
"The signs are movable, so that
should there be a large crowd of col
ored people on .board the sign could
be extended over more seats, and
vice versa In regards to a-- large crowd
of white people.
"Anyone Ignoring those signs will
be put off the cars and is lluble to
arrest by the rurales."

fly; screens
a.

Door screen a strong a an ordinary door at price that defy
eastern-ma- d
screen door In both strength and price. Window
screen that ar a strong as a door at 7 cent per foot at th

PLANING MrfZT
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

eoeoeoecoeoccoecK3De

WHEN YOU BUY A

HAW LEY

There Are No Better
--

WIIITSON MUSIC CO.,

.

The Railroad Avenue Optician

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenuo
ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

Wm. Wallace McClellan

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.
ALBUQUKRQUm,

12

M. M.

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday,

Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30
Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado

and

H

Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

Corner
3rd St. A Gold Ave.
Phone 680.

On the Corner

jeooeooooeoeooeoeoeo

The Leading Stationer.

j

PIANO

BUY A
CHECKERING & SONS

Hatters

1

IX YOUR HOMX)
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The Albuquerque

Eastman Kodaks

A TELEPHONE

C. H. Carnes, O.D.

Little
Early
DeWltt's
Risers
Notary Public
Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
Collections made at Korber Building 124
O'Rlelly & Co.
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
When there Is the slightest Indication of indigestion, heart burn, flatand 2 to 4 p. m.
ulence or any form of stomach trouble take a little Kodol occasionally Resldonca 723 N. rourth St.
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O' Klelly & Co.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen yBOBOBomcmomcmcAximoocmomom
your dlgesetive organs and furnish
the natural digestive juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Kodol digests wha' you eat.
Sold by J.
O'Rlelly & Co.
A Wonderful Happening.
The best remedy for backache,
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
weak kidneys, lnllamation of the
any StylePanamas
Spe- bladder is DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills.
Their action is prompt
Ck) tiling
cialty
steam
and sure. A week's treatment for
ExCleaned and Pressed.
25c. Sold by J. II. O' Rlelhy & Co.
press Order
Attended
to
' Promptly.
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks tree.

end protect yew botne.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

New Location

424 NORTH SECOND BT.
TELEPHONE 48

preserve
telephone
The
your beaJth, prolong veer Ufa

datics lighter, the cre less
and the worries fewer.

E. MAHARAM

Clothe your family pn $l.oo
per week

Proprietor

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Foil Particulars

Get

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checking Account

Out-of-tow-

109-1- 1

1

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

XIXXXXIIXXXIU

Tel. 480

IXXXXXXXXXXXJ

TjyMOUNT

tent criry

The Pionr Tent Sanatorium of Ntw Mexico. Situated
amcng the foothills of the beautiful Sangrc it Croto Mountains,
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool summer climate. Resident physicians.

Rates $10.00 Per Week

Up.

si

Send

ill

When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.

You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for t large a?d small

pay

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
ISMMNfMHOSII

For Booklet.
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

CITIZEN.

EVENING
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PACIFIC COAST IN POOR CONDITION FOR WAR
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Washington, D. C July 13. Presidecision to
dent Roosevelt's suddenbattleships
to
send a mighty fleet of
impress American power upon the
Japanese has taken Che lid off of the
shameful neglect of the Pacific coast
defenses.
"'With ins Invasion of the western
ever ascoast toy the biggest armadacomes
the
sembled in times of peace,
a
within
astounding revelation that
to refew months the fleet will havegovernturn for dockage, unless the
ment can make use otf private docks.
Coaling facilities are also Inadequate.
Wxteen battleships and two cruisers,
will
the flower of the American navy,FranNew York for San
set sail from
cisco by way of Cape Horn, under
the command of Rear Admiral Rob-le- y
D. Evans.
What Is keeping the officials awake
nights is what If Nippon should
Strike now? What If she should be
unkind enough to refuse to wait until we cry "Ready." What would It
mean If tomorrow should briig a
What if war
declaration of war?
should be prolonged?
How about
How about docks?
coa ?
unmistakable.
answer
is
The
Before we could rub our eyes now
we would be despoiled of Guam, of
The grim
the Philippines, of Hawaii. bombardJapanese fleet would be
ing San Francisco before our fleet
could be ready to sail from New
York, and the odds of war would
have increased against us by 50 per
cent before we could begin to make a
reasonable defense.
And the author of this uncomfortable state of affairs is Congress.
Tear in and year out congress has
Ignored the needs of the Pacific
today
coast,
until Its condition
known to every board of strategy In
and
only
smiles
provokes
world)
the
contempt.
A Tremendous Armada.
Now it is planned for the giganto make the world afraid.
fleet
tic
With the powerful Connecticut as
flagship, Rear Admiral Evans will
command a formldaole squadron consisting besides of the battleships
Maine, Louisiana, Missouri. Virginia,
Oeorgia, New Jersey, Rhode Island,
Alabama, Kearsarge, Minnesota. Ken.
tucky, Ohio, Ikllnols, Kansas and Vermont, and also the cruisers Washington and Tennessee.
Once in the Pacific, he will find,
though scattered, a fleet consisting of
the battleships Nebraska, Wisconsin
cruisers
and Oregon ,the armored PennsylWest Virginia, Colorado.
and
California,
Maryland,
vania,
South Dakota, the protected cruisers
St. Liouis, Milwaukee, Chicago and
Yorktown
Charleston, the gunboat
And a number of smaller vessels.
Proceeding at an estimated rate of
10 miles an hour, the great fleet is
eruected to reach San Francisco In
it
75 days, steaming 15.500 miles.
inadequate
to
Is true that owing
docking facilities it will have to refor docking
turn to Atlantic waters arrangements
within a year unless
wun
private uoca owncan De made
ers in the west, but the situation Is
too acute to permit a little awkwardness of this kind to Interfere.
The trip to San Francisco and return will cost something like
but It Is necessary because
congress has preferred to spend Its
money for gimcracks, etc.. Instead
of for fortifications, guns and gunners, mine fields and docks on the
Pacific coast, while the fortifications
of our Pacific possessions have met
the same neglect.
"When we once get this squadron
before San Francisco," say the war
officials, 'let Japan see what she can
v

do."

If Japan Doesn't Walt.
If Japan, however, should Inconsiderably refuse to await the arrival
of our fleet, the story will be a different one.
Today we have In the Pacific three
battleships, six armored cruisers and
four protected cruisers against Japan's 13 battleships, as many armored
cruisers and 21 protected cruisers.
We have five destroyers against Japan's 21 vessels of the same class.
We have no torpedo boats against
79, and no submarines against seven.
This is taking into consideration
strength.
only Japan's published
While Kngiand was keeping secret
the particulars of her vaunted Dreada
nought, Japan quietly launched
vessel quite as big and fully as forHow many more has she
midable.
now completing? Nobody knows.
While the United States has dallied along the primrose path. Japan
has been working night and day.
Japanese have been given the freedom of the Krupp gun works In
ave it a
Congress never
thought. Japan came out of the war
per
50
nearly
cent
Russia
with
stronger that she went in, having
captured and refloated 11 Ruxsian
warships; congress kept on deepening the channel of the Oskaloosa.
Japan kept on turning out guns and
hips and soldiers; congress forgot
there was such a country as Japan
Japan grew bellicose arid balanced
a chip on her shoulder; congress only
yawned and asked the war department and the people of the Pacitls
const to keep still and not worry.
Ever since America took Hawaii,
10 years ago, congress hua refused to
recognize our growing oriental reToday there Is not a
sponsibilities.
fortress of the 13 on the Pacific coast
which Is fully equipped either with
men or guns. San Francisco boasts
j magnificent system of mine fields
on puper. On all our Pacific coast
line our fortresses include one at San
Iiletto. five at San Francisco, three at
the Columbia river, one at Seattle
inlet. We
and three at Admiralty power
guns
have put In a few high
we have
is
all
Manila,
that
and
st
Anna for the nrotectlon of the Philip
nines .Guam and the Hawaiian Is
lands.
recently
The Honolulu Gasette
likened Hawaii to Malta, declaring
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BATTLESHIPS.
Nebraska, 14,848 tons.
Wisconsin, 16,000 tons.
Oregon, 12,500 tons.
ARMORED CRUISERS.
West Virginia, 13,680 tons.
Colorado, 13680 tons.
Pennsylvania, 13,680 tons.
Maryland, 13,680 tons.
California, 13,680 tons.
outh Dakota, 13,600 tons.
PROTECTED CRUISERS.
St. Lmls. U.700 tons.
Milwaukee, 9.700 tons.
Chicago, 5,000 tons.
Charleston, 9.700 tons.
Gunboat Yorktown. 1710 tons.
and a few other small vessels.

fCffCtCtffCbfff

purpose.
The eyebrows: There Is something
peculiar unyielding about these eye
brows.
The eyes: Severity They are absolutely Implacable, yet they are
hansome and symmetrical.
Nose: It starts at the bridge to
be classic, but at the tip it spreads
out into a fullness that means, "I
am blunt.".
The lips: Here is the fighting
mouth, (please note that the righting mouth is closed, not being used
for fighting.) The downward curve
of the Hps denotes Impassibility. Th
mouth is wide, indicating power.
Chin and Jaw: Bulldog.

that Hawaii

is to America today what
Malta was to France in Napoleon's
time.
"Economy demands," cries the Gazette, "that the American possession
here be made absolutely sure. That
condition having been reached, nothing extraordinary In the way of defense or garrisons would be required
In California, Oregon and Washington. So long as Hawaii remains unfortified or fortified Inadequately, Japan will feel that war with the United States Is within the sphere of
practical politics."
Comparatively Little Money Needed.
The last congress Kave some 1500.- 000 for submarine defense.
Beyond
that, nothing. Yet $50,000,000 would
complete our Bystem of coast de
fenses. Less than 14.000.000 would
provide all .the mines necessary to
defend our great cities on every sea.
We lack nearly 200 guns of the arms
actually required. Of the 2.0U0 guns
now mounted, large and small, not
more than 800 can be used on ac
count of lack of trained gunners.
For searchlights the navy department
is begglng for (3,000,000.
But congress may be something
akin to divine, as it prefers to move
in a mysterious way its wonders to
perform; and that is why the United
States is hold her breath today until
she can get a fleet over Into the Pacific at a cost of $6,000,000, to make
up for the
of our
great American body of "statesmen."
short-alghtedne- ss

y.

ADMIRAL EVANS.
This Is only "Fighting Bob" Evans'
friendly face.
While this face is full of firmness,
there Is a suggestion of iniet uosity
in It. The man is 61 years old. and
47 years of his life have spent In
l iiie Sam's navy.
Evans. In a way Is a show specimen of a most perfect type
of native
American lighting man.
It is hard to piik one of Evans'
features that does not spell fight.
llie hair: Short, sparse, brushed
siraignt 10 the right and left; looks
like It is bristling at everything.
Head: Thick through the ears.
Combativeness. courage. "Come on
with your carnage."
Forehead: One straight
furrow
across it. Equilibrium, singleness of
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BATLEKHIPS.
Connecticut, 16.000 tons.
Maine. 12.500 tons.
Louisiana, 16,000 tons.
Missouri, 12,000 tons.
Virginia. 14.948 tons.
Georgia. 14.948 tons.
New Jersey, 14,948 tons.
'Rhode Island, 14,948 tons.
Alabama .11,525 tons.
Kearsarge, 11,525 tons.
Minnesota, 17,650 tons.
Kentucky, 11,525 tons.
Ohio, 12,500 tons.
Illinois. 11.525 tons
Kansas, 17,650 tons.
Vermont, 17,650 tons.
CRUISERS.
Washington, 14,500 tons.
Tennessee 14.500 tons.

T

EL PASO, TEXAS.
W. D. MTJRDOCK,
Passenger Traffic Manager.

A'
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ADMIRAL TOGO.
Togo's face is a good deal of a
mask.
Like most Japanese faces, it is almost expressionless.
Yet It is one of the higher type of
Japanese whose faces do mean something.
This picture Is one that was taken
of Togo after he had won the greatest naval victory In modern history.
There Is not a vestige of exultation
visible in his features. In fact, there
is a pensive repose that suggests remarkable modesty.
He has a head that Is quite Intellectual, despite a certain ample width
that characterizes warriors' skulls.
The eyes and the mouth are most
expressive
1 ne
lowered yebros suggest a
constant pondi-m- g
over
while the sharp arch In them sug
gests absolute perception. This par
adoxlcal combination is rare among
men. it inuicates a union ot val
uanie qualities.
The mouth Is a
strong one. It I almost a Bob Evans
mouth, but it Is a more reserved one.
There Is a sreat deal of caution in
tne ensemble of Togo s features.
There is a hint of hesitancy. His
record shows caution enough, but
the hesitancy is not markedly In evidence, unless It chances to be due
to this trait that he has let part of
a badly beaten enemy get away from

and
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IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

V

money.
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We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

JOHN D. HAS ONLY

STATE NATIONAL BANK

AUTOS

ALBUQUERQUE

TO

15.
Cleveland, July
Automobiles
Cleveland suddenly drop In value
when the assessor makes his annual
visit. Our supposed millionaire auto-is- ts
much be riding in second hand
value on
machines
The average
which their owners pay taxes Is $100,Mayor Johnson Is the only Clevelander. according to the tax duplicate,
who enn engage In a real stylish and
comfortable auto ride. He has three
When
machines valued at $4,700.
John D. Rockefeller Is In Cleveland
all
he rides In eight conveyances,
Samuel Mather,
valued at $1,300.
one of Cleveland's wealthiest men
rides In a $50 auto, and Alex Win- ton, millionaire auto manufacturer,
says he uses a $300 car.

2nd and Cold

principal points In Illinois, rbwa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, .Missouri,
North and South Dakota's and Wisconsin.
Dates of sale June 15, 16, 17, 22,
23, 24, 29. 30. July 1, 2, 3. 4. 5, 6, 10.
11, 12. 19, 20, and 21. Final return
limit October 31st

Wholesale Grocers

$59.25
Tickets on sale July

lion.

11, 12

Wool, Hide and Pelt D eaters

and 13.

Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying $1 It may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and Including July 31st.

T.

E. Purdy,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Agent

Thos. F. Keleher

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

2nd mad Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Philadelphia and Return

Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There la only one way to cure deafness.
ana mat is oy constitutional remedies.
uearness is caused Dy an innameo conai
tios of the mucous lining of the Bus
tachlan Tube. When this tube Is Inflam ed you have a rumbling sound or lmperrecc neanng, ana wnen 11 is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result, and un
less the inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will b destroyed forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
Catarrh, which la nothing but an Inflam
ed condition or the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deainess tcausea ty catsrrni
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
cure. Hend for circulars Tree.
CO., Props.,
F. J. CHENS. V
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold bv sll DfiSEistS. 75c.
Take Hall family Pills for constlpa
MEXICO

Director

Genl. Pass.
OP MEXICO, MEXICO.

YIA

.

Prctidrai

vies President
,...CasWsT
Assistant Cashlsr

j. c. McDonald,
Agent

Special Excursions

V

NEW MEXICO

U. 9). DKfOmiTORY
Authorlied Capital
I50MM.M
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
I2H.000.M
Depositary for Atchlsos, Topeka k Saata Ft lisllwsy Csasaay

'tSf

In

4

Accommodation,
tlSO.000.00.

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOHD8
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. V. RAYN0LD8

Commercial Agent

tillKAT KOUADIiOX
BOUND FOK JAPAN.

BARGAIN

usi

j Every Proper

ALBUQUERQUE,

C. F. BERNA

ifTHEUiitMIIItllli

sT
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as lit
It are to be found brief sketches of plaojs and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal in the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

.79
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TOURISTS

Can learn of much that Is
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit the
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Facilities,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPKKA AND SANTA FE RT.

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

JAPAN.
ToRpaoo

DEPOSITS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J,
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

and many other places worth
seeing.
The Richest Mining, Lumber
and Cattle Producing Lands
Made Accessible by This
Great System.

C

link

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,

From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecns, Aguascallentes, San
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed
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surplus. $100,000

PINAFORE

HAVAl JTATWH

TOUAIlTA0-COAl.

NEW MEXICO

New

Curtain 8:30. Prices 25c and 35c
Reserved seats at Matsons.
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Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

rjr. 8

28,

tier-man-

Something
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JAPAN

75 days.

Number of officers. 1013.
Number of enlisted men,

-- 20

PEOPLE

Persian Honeymoon

Time of sailing, next fall.
Tg
Squadron, 16 battleships and t
e
wo armored cruiser.
Fleet will steam from New 'Y
cane
around
Francisco,
to
San
ork
Horn, 15.500 miles.
Oonl Mil will approximate $5
V
00,000 80,000 tons.
V
Cost of feeding officers and m
e
en, $23,000 a day.
V
Pay of olIlceTS and men, $2 3,
000 a day.
Total cost of voyage, $3,000,00
0 each way.
Average anticipated speed, 10
miles an hour.
Estimated duration of voyage,

t1

tontmtarcttourtA

20
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

COMIC OPERA

IN PAST YEARS

OWING TO CONGRESS' NEGLECT
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MONDAY,

C.

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

408 Watt Railroad Anna

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

INSURANCK

Secretary Mutual Building
tion. Office at tlT West

RELEASES
KIDNAPPED PRISONER

They Keep the Flies Out

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Xaco, Arizona. July
15.
Manuel
LIVERT, 8ALE, FEED AND
Sarabia was brought here tonight by
TRANSFER STABLES.
Mexican officers and set free. Gov
Torres of Sonora expressed great re Horses and Mules Bought
him.
and
gret at the manner in which Sarabia
was treated by his subordinates.
I will mall you free, to prove mertt,
Sarabia was kfdnapped from the
samples of my Dr. S hoop s Restora Douglas, Arizona, Jail two weeks ng. BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CITT
my
tlve, and
Second Street, between Railroad and
Book on either Dyspep- The Mexican consul and several othKidneys. er officers at Douglas are under bond
Copper Avenue.
sia. The Heart or The
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or on u charge of kidnapping him.
Kidneys are merely symptoms of
01
deeper ailment.
Don't make the HAIR DRESSER AND CIHUOPO-DIScommon error of treating symptoms
In
Groceries,
Hsj
Provisions,
Dealers
only. Symptom treatment Is treating
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppoGrain and Fuel.
the result of your ailment, and not site the Alvarado and next door to
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves- - Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fsnerves mean Stomach thorough scalp treatment, do hair
the Inside
weakness, always.
And the Heart dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inthis line with us.
She gives massage
and Kidneys as well, have their con growing nails.
NORTH TH -.-V BT
trolling or Inside nerves.
Mrs
Weaken treatment and manicuring.
these nerves, and you Inevitably have Bambini's own preparation of comweak vital organs.
Here is where plexion cream builds up the skin and
THIRD STREET
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made its Improves the complexion,
and Is
fame. No other remedy even claims guaranteed not to be injurious. She
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also also prepares a hair tonic that cures
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath and prevents dandruff and hair fallor complexion, use Dr. Shoop s Re ing out; restores life to dead hair; AU Kinds of Fresh and Salt Mas
storative.
Write me .today for sam- removes moles, warts and superfluous
Steam Sausage Factory.
ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop, Ra hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
EMIL KXJENWORT
Wis.
cine.
The Restorative Is sold by machines.
For any blemish of the
an dealers.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini. Masonlo Building, North Third Itrat
T.

rori t or a

-

Moat Market

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Mar qua tt a
J "OLD RELIABLE."

La

ESTABLISHED 1171.

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

t

MONDAY,

JtXT

WORLD

BEATING BALL
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;

ALBUQUERQUE

15, 1H07.

GAME STABBED

CITIZEN.
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UElPROSECUTION

TO SAVE HIS

OF MAGNATE

WIFE

LIKELY

Ysldro Arelano Admits Killing President Has Copy of Com
Man at Mastadon.
missioner's Report on
N. M.
Harrlman.

fU.4 (lh

t.

EVENING

1

No

breaking in

V

needed

Classified Advertisements!
IIKTiP WANTED.
IiOST.
UKLP WANTED IF thai Is your LUST Ladles' gold watch
with
crying need, a want ad in The
black silk fob. llewnrd to finder at
Evening Citlsen'a want column will
217 South Fourth street.
aseure you of plenty of employes.
PERSON AJj PROPERTY LOANS.

HAMU).

WANTED At once, good man and
wife to cook for three. Good wages.
Washington. July 18. A report
El Paso, Texas, July 15. Ysldro
Also house and bridge carpenters,
The flexible sole Red Crosi
Arelano and his wife. Refugla An- - was made public today by the Interfolburn's Employment. R15 S. 1st.
J
drade, who were arrested here by the state commerce commission of its in WANT El. -- Active boy noi afraid of On
Furniture,
Organs Shoe is
Plsno.
r- from
police Saturday on the charge of kill- quiry Into the railroad operations of
Hones, Wagons and other Chattel
work. Inquire this office
We start.
ing Jesus Sanches at Mastodon, X. Ldward H. Harrlman and of the op
on
also
8ALARIE8
AND
WARS
Gunny sacks, all kinds.
M
last Monday night, have made a erations of the
Harrlman WANTED
K. W. Fee, 602 south First street. HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
The burning and
statement relative to the tragedy lines of railway which has been In
Loans ar
progress
Boy with pony to deliver and as high as 1100.
reWANTED
for several months. The
and Arelano admits that he stabbed
by stiff soles and the
aused
quickly mads and strictly
papers. Apply at thl ornce.
prlvata
Sanchez, .but did not know that the port, which was written by Commiswound had proved fatal until told so sioner Franklin K. Lane, Is the un- WANTED
vils
of
Immediately,
a white Time: On month to one year glvse
thin soles are pre-ent- ed
Saturday.
animous expression of the commisGoods remain In your possession
ramp cook.
Apply Horabln-Mc- say
Copies
on
sion
subject.
bv
on
of
the Red Cross. It
lh
the
Arelano and his wife
that
)a.ffey Co
Our rates are reasonable. CeU an
to
Monday night the wife of Sanchez report have been transmitted
see
us
bookkeeper
Experienced
borrowing.
before
enables
WAMBD
a
woman
to be on her
President Roosevelt and the departcaime to their house and asked lor
that can do telegraphing. Address,
THE HOU8EHOLD LOAN CO.
drink of water. While she was there ment of Justice.
for
hours
eet
a time with
at
A.
H.
Mer.
Co.,
Hilton
San Antonio, Steamship tickets to and from
It is expected by the commission
her hustoand appeared and demanded
N. M.
to know why she was at the house of that It will be determined by the
omfort.
of
world.
the
A flrsl clasg cook for the
Sanchez was jealous and president and Attorney Oeneral Bon- WANTED
Arelano.
Rooms t and 4, Orant Bids.
Santa Fe restaurant Price no obwhen his wife started to explain, he aparte from the statement of the reA stylish
S0SH West Railroad Are.
i
ject f the cook Is right.
HOT DECKER AND EARL RORIXS. OPPOSING PITCHERS IX .36 IX- truck her with his fist, knocking hef port whether the government will InPRIVATE OFflCBa.
any sort of proceedings WANTED
down. Arelano's wife went to the as stitute
class cook at Allen
First
NlXa GAME.
shoe thaVs
Open Erenlnga.
sistance of Sanchez's wife and tot against Mr. Harrlman or the corhotel. Must furnish reference. 150
Columbus, O., July 13. All rec- the players. The two bright stars was felled with a .blow by Sanchez. porations involved in the Inquiry. No
per month.
M. Allen, MagdJ.
absolutely
SALKSMKN WANTED.
ords for prolonged base ball battles of the conflict were the twlrlers. Roy Then Arelano Interfered and was at recommendations are made by the
alen. N. M.
were lambasted far into the back- Decker and Earl Robins, who are tacked by Sanchez, who had drawn a commission that either criminal or WANTED To borrow $600 on Im
ground when the Helntz Victors and now heroes among local amateurs.
knife. Arelano drew his knife ana civil prosecutions be instituted as n
proved ranch property, about SO PROFESSIONAL
CARDS comfortable
Columbus Selects, amnteur teams, of
Decker, of the Victors, fanned 20 the two men if ought a duel and both result of Its inquiry.
acres,
Mrs.
uood
house.
this city, struggled for 36 innings nlnvers. while Koblns fooled one less were stabbed. The women also took
Fears Only law.
Norris, 110 East Coal avenue.
without reaching a decision.
Roth are 16 years of age and worked part In the fight and they received
The report Is an exhaustive sum WANTED People who want some
LAWYERS.
Think of it, Mr. Fan! Four full the entire game without relief, al wounds.
mary of the evidence adduced at the
thing, to advertise In The Citizen
games Jammed into one! This is though they almont fainted from
In Keif Defense.
by
hearings
several
held
the
commls
ML Bond.
cost
want
A
few
line
but
column.
Ira
finish.
a world-beate- r,
right,
some
wife
the
before
all
wenkness
with
Arelano said that he and his
in the course of its inquiry. It
a few cent but bring returns an
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.Bt
to spare.
If this sort of a game becomes the caime to El Paso soon after the fight slon
dlscuRslon
fully
the
a
Into
of
enters
hundred fold.
N, W.. Washington, D. C.
At the end of the 36th Inning the fnRhlon we will either have to carry for the purpose of getting
medical policy pursued by Mr. Harrlman In
Pension
score stood 2 to 2 and the game was our dinner to the ball lot or else at treatment.
Ladies who wish stylish ana patents,
If. St, RU Crm
copyrights,
caveats
maintaining control of WANTED
obtaining
aui
called, owing to the exhaustion of tend on the Installment plan.
Conder,
T.
G.
dressmaking.
CaJl
Also
apprentice.
in
Foreman
Section
letter patents, trade marks, claims
fssi Ch Mmktr,
various lines of railway in the
C.
on
P.
Crane,
North
612
Mis
charge of the section at Mastodon, 15 the
S400
Harrlman system and presents i
H. W. D. Bryan.
Second street. Millinery at half
miles west of El Paso, for whom both fairly
complete history of the opera
dlanapolls 2.
ATTORNB
price.
AT LAW, Albaquer
man and the prisoner were tions of
dead
the
Excerpts
lines.
game,
various
the
At Milwaukee: nrst
)xfords,
Milwau working, says all of the survivors
do que, N. M. Office.
First Nation
testimony of Mr WANTED At once, woman to good
kee 2: Columbus 1. SeconU game told him the same
story that Arelano from the verbatim
housework;
small family,
Bank building.
show,
as
to
stated
given
are
Harrlman
Milwaukee 11: Columbus 2.
tne In the report, "that It Is only the law
now tells, immediately
wages. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
after seemAt Minneapolis: First game Minne ftght, except that none of them
E. W. Dobeon.
WIIEJIK THKY PLAY
ligh Shoes,
423 North Second street.
in
apolis 2; Toledo 1. Second game ed
seri- - which prevents the concentrating
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
was
Offls
Sanchez
to
Jesus
think
every rail WANTED Organisers, either sex, on
Mr.
9: Toledo 2.
hands
cf
Harrlman's
MlnneaDolls
says
He
Cromwell
Sanchez
stabbed.
$4.00
onslv
block,
Albuquerque,
National league.
N.
U
exsalary of 1100 a month and
At St. Paul:
First game, St. Paul seemed to have been Jealous of his road lying between Canada and Mex
St. Louis at Boston.
penses for an
associa3: Louisville 2.
Second game, St. wife and to have become very much ieo. This Is the frank admission of
DKNTISTS.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Zet us fit you,
tion, paying weekly sick and acciHarrlman himself made at the
Paul 1: Louisville 4.
enra'ged when he found her at tne Mr.
Cincinnati at New York.
furnishing
hearing:
free
and
benefits
dent
DR.
K.
s
KRAFT,
J.
home of Arelano, although Arelano
To gather under one nead an ex
medical attendants to all its memDental Surgeon.
wife was also there, and started the isting
American Ix'ojrue.
lines, or as
will
be
bers. Liberal contract
BROWNS WON
Boston at St. Louis.
trouble by .beating her, according to- many astranscontinental
Rooms t and I, Barnett bulldlna
to
producers
the
of
possible,
exclude
business.
and
with
made
New York at Chicago.
the stories told by ail tne jwirucidrus; store. Phone
competitors, became
American Sick and Accident Asso- over O'Rielly
Rsllrtad Avenue
pants. Sanchez tied after Areiano Incoming of all
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
No. 74 4. Appointments made by mat.
ciation, Buffalo, N. Y.
the Harrlman policy
Washington at Detroit.
FROM El PASO staibiied him ana nis Doay was nui manifestly
In 1901 by
Inaugurated
was
which
DR. C A. KLLER,
In fact Mr.
found till yesterday.
SALESMEN WANTKO.
issuance of 1100.000,000 of con
Dentist.
HOW THKY STAND.
Condor did not know the man was the
MF.N WANTED.
by the Vnlon Pacific."
vertlble
bonds
N.
T.
oeen
Arm!jo
Building.
body
Phone 869
had
to
the
or
The Mcintosh Browns returned
dead
every
that
WANTED
Somewhere
UEK
of
s
control
eventual
Mr.
Harrlman
Albuquerque this morning from thel found until he got here and heard many of the competing transcontinNational
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
day. If you ar looking for a lob
Won. Lost. Pet. El Paso trip, figuratively covered with
's
put a want ad In The Evening
No. 101 Railroad avenue.
OfTlr.
lines was prevented. It Is point
Chicago
.737 glory, for they won two games from
20
66
Rafaela Sanchez, wife of tne aeaa entalout,
want column and I will do hours, 9 a. m., to 11:10 p. m.j 1:11
by the supreme court s ae
26
New York
.639 the El Paso team cn the iatter's home man, who first reported the killing of ed
46
the rest
In the
Securities
Northern
m. to I p. m. Both phonea Ap
.589 diamond.
Pittsburg
43
30
her husband to the ipollce here and clsion
-Tcase.
shown by the reports
polntmenta made by mall.
frUlt KENT.
32
41
Philadelphia
.562
Saturday's game (was won by
who was taken into custody until the that it Ithasis not been the Harrlman
39
32
Hoston
.451 score of 8 to 1, and Sunday's by 2 officers at Mastodon could be advised pollev to
permit
the properties FOR RENT House furnished com
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
44
.421 to 0.
32
Rrooklyn
Hundreds of fans saw the of her storv. was taken to Mastodon
plete for housekeeping. See M. L. Homeopathic
un'der Union Pacific control
Physician and Surgeos
46
.395 games, including a number from thl last night to testify at the coroner's brouicht
30
Cincinnati
street.
219
Second
South
Schutt,
every
are
they
In
case
as
decline,
61
18
.228 city, and the playing of the Brownies Inquest, which was set lor mis morn- to
St. Louis
occidental Life Building. Tele
they were when FOR RENT A few nicely furnished phone
today
than
better
Is described as "simply wonderful."
881. Albuquerque, N. M.
ing.
Mr. Harrlman acquired them.
rooms, with use of bath, very reaAmerican Ingue.
Saturday, with Nye In the box, the
And Principal Eastern Point
DR. R, I,. UUS1.
sonable: no Invalids. Hotel Cralgo.
Won. Lost. Pet. Browns made some record breaking
avenue, between First and
Silver
Office,
N.
Armljo
26
T.
Chicago
.653 plays, and everybody n't hard.
49
Bid
Cough
It
HONEYMOON"
"PERSIAN
Kennedys
Laxative
Use
Second streets.
30
.610 was a Iball game from start to finish
47
Tuberculosis treated with Hick
Cleveland
Syrup. Contains no opiate. It drives FOR REiNT
.577 despite the uneven score.
modern cottage, Frequency Electrical
41 .30
Detroit
Current
an
oy
genu
system
out
of
the
the
cold
2o.
condition,
32
In,
.568
42
class
Philadelphia
first
close
On Sale Daily
.Sunday, with Ualgano In the box
Honey
Treatments given escl
IS A LAUGH MAKER moving the bowels. Contain good
Qold ave, Germicide.
37
34
.479 and McDonald, who also caught
Lloyd
205
W.
New York
Hunsaker.
day
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Train"
a
from
a
nearly
taste
and
and
Tar
46
.395
30
St. Louis
modern dwell nurse In attendance. Both phones
RENT
the first game, behind the bat, th
maple syrup. Children like It. soio FOR
46
28
.378 Browns handed
June Is? to Sept. 30th
Boston
ing, partly furnished.
Best rest
El Paso anothe
Co.
47
.329 lemon, .but it was a contest that ex
23
Washington
DHS. UKONSON
"The Persian Honeymoon," which by J. H. O' Rlelly
BRONSON,
dence district. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
Homeopaths.
cited the admiration of everyone who was produced for the first time last
West Gold avenue.
Western League.
r.lght at the Casino by the Boston
Over Van's Drug Stors. 'Phone
It.
RENT S housekeeping rooms, omce
FOR
via
Won. Lost. Pet. witnessed
company,
proved
Opera
Comic
Idtal
City
dow
Oalgano
Pass
held
the
snd residence. 618.
with lurge screen porch, modern,
34
.593
49
Omaha
fully up to the
a few hits, and only two of the! a winner. It Is company
1)11. C. A. FRANK.
205
Lloyd
very
Hunsaker,
Jn.
close
31
.575 to
42
Des Moines
by
and
of the
readied third .base. El Paso' standard
I'hyHlclan and Surgeon.
West old nvemie.
36
41
.533 men
Lincoln
battery.
and Cours, did many Is thought to be the best of all.
4 and 5. Harnett bldg. Of
37
.500 good workReardon
37
FOR RENT Ci'.H,e. 4 io 7 rooms. fleeRooms
Denver
Is not a dull moment In th?
only
There
Browns
the
and
that
hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
33
45
.423 sot two runs was uue largely to tnei
one furnished; nlso more rooms,
Sioux City
piece and several of the musical
47
.373 excellent handling of the ball.
W. H. McMIIllon, real estate brok i. in.
28
Pueblo
numbers are especially pleasing and
er, 211 West Gold avenue.
The Browns are now at home an well executed. The comedy of the
YKSTKK DAY'S GAMES.
FOR RENT Furnlhhed cottage flati
Manager Matson Is ready for lh piece, which embodies the broadest
UNDERTAKER
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap
next victim. The El Paso team will of American humor in an oriental
BORDERS
state
in
a
i
kept
audience
the
American League.
for the summer. By the month $10
scttli'f.
play
a return date here
probably
R. H. E. a short time.
At Chicago
of Irrepressible hilarity.
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
0
3
5
Honey
avenue.
Chicago
The theim- of the "Persian
K. Nnrrls. 110 East coal
1
3
2
Washington
Port Bryon, N. Y., has witnessed moon" Is matrimony. The action of
FOR RENT Several small cottage
ARCHITECTS
Ratteries Smith and McFarland; one of the most remarkable cases of the opera eej ends upon the love af
furnished for housekeep
all nlce-lFaikenburg and Warner.
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King fair of Nadir, played ty r. w. wai
ing.
Hot
Spencer.
W.
Block,
Jemes
B.
F.
7
J.
Rooms
Bar
R. H. E. of that place says: "Bucklen's Ar ters, and Xouzouml, by Layra Moore,
Second game
Springs, N. M.
nett building, Albuquerque. N. W
5
3
0 nlca Salve cured a sore on my leg The scene is in Persia and the cus
Chicago
Low rates. Ions; limit, tickets a
phones.
Both
5 10
4
KMPIiOYMEVT.
Washington
of that nation In regard to mar
with which I had suffered over 8 toms
cepted on Limited and all other
rlt.ge and divorce are taken advan
you need work
Ratteries Smith. Owen and Mc- - years.
If
EMPLOYMENT
I am now eighty-five.- "
NOTARY PUBLIC.
trains. Call at ticket office and we
comic opera liFarland; Patten and Warner.
The Citizen's want column will fur
Guaranteed to cure all sores, by all tage of with a broad
cense. One actor Is handed a bona
nlsh you a quick and ready means
will plan your trip back east. We
25c.
dealers,
D.
Thoe.
K.
Maddlson.
League.
t;ite It mull in the piece, out divorce
Western
of securing it at a minimum ex
are all going. Why not youT
Office
W.
B.
111
with
Chlldsrs,
R. H. E.
At Omaha
papers are OMributed with neatness
In
The
penditure. Put a want ad
1
4 11
West
avenue.
Oold
way
Pabst
Omaha
dlRnatch.
The
hiiI
tomor
be
work
today
at
and
Citizen
WIN
0 3 2 SOUTHWESTERNS
professional
Denver
the
row.
and
Batteries Thompson
NOTICE FOR rUBUOATIOX.
brideitroom of convenience, cele
T. E. PURDY, Agent
C. Adams and McDonough.
FOR SAIib.
brated his 116th marriage In the play
fermentyeast
for
E.
R. H.
Second game
FR0M GERONfMOS and Involved the hero and heroine 'n
homo, Department of the Interior, land of
room
New
SALE
Beven
FOR
1
7
3
part
flee
24
M.,
Omaha
at Santa Fe, N.
This
June
all manner of distresses.
strictly modern, and in first class
ing beer proves the
0
1
6
was taken by Byrl Harrison, whose
1907.
Denver
condition; nice location, Highlands,
ap
and
By a score of 10 to 7, the Oeroni-mo- s singing and acting was much
Batteries Thompson
care that surrounds
Lloyd Hunsaker. 205 W. (Kld ave
Bohannon and McDnnough.
went down to defeat yesterday plauded and appreciated. This Is the
Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
47.
FOR SALE Furniture, inquire at Gallegos,
R. H. E. afternoon at Traction ipark
At Des Moines
the first time In A luqueruue that air
at
makN. M., has
San
in
step
every
2
619 North First street or phone filed noticeof of his Rafael,
6. .3 hands of the Southwesterns, the Harrison has had the opportunity to
Des Moines
to
Intention
make
1
7
9
1497
Lincoln
brewery boys.
Miss Moore s
show his real ability.
ing Pabst Blue Ribproof In support of
final five-yeINSURANCE, REAL ESTATaV
Batteries Miller and Dexter;
By losing yesterday's game to the singing last night was wonderfully
A SNAP
The best paying hotel busi his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
Beer.
bon
Manager Martin Ryan pleasing, especially when she was
ness In New Mexico for II. 800 cash 6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
and Sullivan.
Southwesterns
NOTARY PUBLIC.
R. H. E. will ibe compelled to give that team accompanied by the entire cast. A
Second game
Second
219
South
M.
Schutt,
L.
See
84
Wtt SB, and Stt SWIi, section
1
1
To secure an abso3
Des Moines
save
game.
the
sole by Mr. Walters showed
to
street
In
a
tenor
ordrr
return
IS
and 14 Cromwell Blurs
7
Rooms
6
range
N.,
township
W.,
and
that
1
6
0
Lincoln
lutely uniform fermenterritorial championship, wnlch the him caDable of lofty vocal flights.
FOR SALE Nice pony, also second said proof will be made before
Albuqurque. Telephone Ne. ll
t,
Batteries Sporer and Dexter,
W,
the love-lor- n
Miss Crowley as
driving
Geronimos won recently from the
cart.
buggy
and
hand
Mlrabal, U. 8. court commistation, Pabst takes a
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8 There's Foot Comfort for You

WEATIIEIl FORECAST.
Denver, Colo.. July 16. Fnlr tonight and Tuesday; warmer tonight.
Moilexto C. Ortlis, a locnl attorney,

itanta Fe today.
Splta went to St. Louis last
evening on a business trip.
Faul A. Iarsh. of Engle, N. M.,
arrived In the city this morning.
D. T. HoRklnff, of Las Vegax, visited friends In the city yesterday.
Mrs. B. O. Wilson, of this city, was
the guest of friends at Santa Fe last
Is In

In our stylish low shoes. They are
made to fit the foot correctly and give
the wear that always satisfies.
Buys a man's or woman's Oxford
Ai
7fi
J 1
O made of fine Dongola with flexi-

ble soles.splendid
A

t).

week.
Misses

low shoe for evprytlny wear.

re

Will get you a fine Vici Kid or
Velour Calf Oxford, with light or
extension soles, either for men or women.
fcQ Cfl takes our finest
fcQ AH
pOUU
lO pODJ
grade of men's or
women's low shoes in Velour Calf, Vici Kid
or gun Metal.

4.0

Tliey are extra mtappjr styles and anescellMl In wear,
inr nira mw tm.-- .
I'atcnt jvia ana intent uoii uxioms
from $3.50 to $4.00. Thejr wlU delight you it you want
extra dressy.

our
some-Uiin-

g

f,
Jeanptte and Mnthllde
of Grass Valley, Cal., visited the
city yesterday.
Frank Hubbell left this irmrnlng
on No. 9 for a visit to his ranch near
Miigdalena, N. M.
J. L. Drlere, a local architect, who
went to Orants and Gallup Friday,
has returned home.
Ml?s Alice Stevens, of Los Angeles,
was In the city yesterday en route to
Santa Fe to visit friends.
Leon Stern, a business man of Socorro, arrived in the city this morning on a business mission.
Major Ernest Meyers, manager of
the Meyers Company, went to Estan-ci- a
this morning on business.
Mrs. George Krumbill and Clarence K. Krumbill, of Blsbee, Ariz.,
spent Sunday in Albuquerque.
Rev. W A. Pratt, of Estancla,
preached at the St. John's M. E.
church in Santa Fe yesterday.
Albert Faber, manager of the Fa-bFurniture company, will leave
tonight for Chicago on business.
Attorney W. B. Chllders returned
from Las Cruces this morning, where
he has been attending to legal busilp-hnf-

er

p

See the

Reliance Electrical Co.
S
$

For First Class Repairing Work
in Anything Electrical

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

32

W.R. R.Ave.

GO.

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our

Moun

erators

tain Ice
Cream
Freezers

most
complete
in the city

deputy U. S. marshal, who spents Saturday In Santa
business,
on
official
returned
Fe
home Sunday.
Mrs. J. L. Bell and children left
this morning for Glorleta on a vacation. Mr. Bell will join his family
In a few days.
A. B. Graham, local manager of
company,
the Colorado Telephone
has returned home after spending
a week at Belen.
Norman L. King, of Santa Fe, has
gone to Philadelphia as a representative of the Santa Fe B. P. O. E. lodge
at the Elks' convention.
J. E. Weinman left last evening for
Chicago, where he will attend to business interests. Before returning home
he will also visit New York.
E. L. Brown and family, Ed Spor-ledand family, and Mr. and Mrs.
R. J. Taupert, of Las Vegas, are at
Hio de la Cusu, enjoying a vacation.
Major D. C. Rankin, In command
of the troop of cavalary stationed at
Las Vegas, spent Saturday In Albuquerque, visiting Captain B. Ruppe.
Mrs. C. E. Williams and daughter
Miss Rachel, and Mrs. M. E. Bacon,
and her daughter Miss Blanche, all

O

White

Refrig-

is the

Leonardo Salazar, of Lagunlta,
M., and his daughter, Mrs.
J.
Cavanaugh, are visiting friends at Las
N.
D.

er

Tinners

Line of

ness.

Vegas.
W. H. Forties,

502 West Central

Water

Coolers

Filters

,JV

yes- -
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Socorro.

Gireee Tag Sale

daughter, Irene, have returned to Socorro, N. M., after a visit with relatives In El Paao.
Mrs. J. J. Goutchey, wife of the
chief deputy In the Internal revenue
collector's office at Santa Fe, left today for a visit at her former home
In Kankakee, 111.
E. S. Butterlleld, of Boston, Mass.,
who is Interested In several mines
nt Searchlight, Nev., paasM through
Saturduy evening en
Albuquerque
route to Nevada.
oi
Mrs. Charles A. Schuerlch, of En-jfcl no, who has been
In Santa FeN'
vlsiling Mr. and Mis. Adolph Flsch
er, for the past several weeks, has
returned to her home.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Walker and
two children, of Santa Fe, are enjoying an outing on the Pecos river.
Miss Marian Bishop and Amy Wit-ma- n
accompanied them.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ilerrlck, of
Socorro, are spending a vacation at
Water canon. Prof, and Mrs. R. W.
Twining and Misses Lena Reld and
Winnie Crater accompanied them.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $27.50 Suits, Green Tagged
.Hart, Schaftner & Marx $24.00 Suits, Green Tagged

S.

m

$19.75
17.75
14.75
12.75
1 1.75
10.75

Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $ 15.00 Suits, Green Taggei
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green Tagged
Young Men's $15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Young Men's $12.00 Suits, Green Tagged

AUCTION!
fliiimv to Buy Your Fall
and Winter Hml of Growrles.
$5,000
A great reduction
sale.

8.75
10.75

8.75

--

A Splendid

worth of staple groceries will be sold
nt auction beginning Wednesday, .Tuly
IT, a 2 i. m.. and continuing every
afternoon and evening until stock
has been raducra sufficiently to make
room for this year's purchase.
J. F. Palmer, the well known grocer and feedman, located at 601
North First street, has decided to
take this method of reducing his
stock. Keep In mind the fact that
very little fruit will be grown In New
Mexico this year, and that groceries
nre continunlly increasing In. price.
Canned goods will be sold In not less
than case lots. This will be an opportunity to stock up, goods will
positively go to the highest bidder for
cash.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
A BARGAIN.
19 lots for sale in the Highlands,
If sold at once.
JOHN W. MOORE REALTY CO.

All Our

Two-Piec-

Suits.

e

Coat and Pants, Worth $10, $12, $15 and
$17.50, Still on Sale at

Boys'
Boys'

$7.50

$0.00 Suits, Green Tagged
$4.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 7.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 6.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 5.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 4.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 3.00 values, Green Tagged

COAL

$4.90
2.90
5.75
4.75
3.90
2.90

2-Pi- ece

ce

1.90

FOR CASH ONLY

....... $6.80
8.50

American Block per too
Ccrrllloa Lump
Anthracite Nut

Anthracite

8.50
9.00
9.50
6.00

Mixed

furnace sizes

Anthracite,
Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Cool.

WO
Green

OD

LUMBER MILL WOOD.

Factory

Extra Special!

Extra Special!

50 dozen High Grade Shirts,
worth $1.50 to $2.00, Green
Tagged,

200 dozen of 50c and 75c
Four - in - hand Ties, Green
Tagged,

95 Cents

25 Cents

$2.50
3.25

Also Big Bargains in Hats, Hosiery, Underwear, Suspenders, Etc.

W. II; HAHfl & GO.

SIMON STERN

Lease Grinding and Repairing tn Premise

Artificial Eyes

Eyes Tested

Exclusive Opticians

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

115 West Gold

109 North Flrmt St.
Kindt of Indian and Mexican Goods.

Tbo

an

Cbaapast

Place to boy Navajo Blankatt mnd Maxloan Drawn Work
Mail Ordara Carafully and Promptly rilled.
115-11- 7

2C

Refrigerators. Gat den Hose. Garden Tools 2
45

WATER
COOLERS

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

THE

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppor Ave., Tel. 74

FRESH FISH

A newsupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers., Our prices the lowest

EMIT?

itor.

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Just Arrived

Diamond

Albuquerq ue

retr is,

mojvday,

L. R. Ba&cock, of Kelly, Is visiting

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Mil

Water

In

Mr. and Mrs Joseph E. Smith and

PAR A UK A PUS

ffo

El ENINO CITIZEN,

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGB RIGHT.

HIGH GRADE
ENAMEL WARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Palace

None Better

RAILROAD AVE
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Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clock, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKE DEAIi.

&

i

ana

1

20
Percent
Discount

We invite

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

. .

t.L Washburn uo.

20

Shaw's Bread

Percent

Just' Removed to 305

119 W. GOLD

Discount

South Second St
Phone 1056

122 S. SECOND

The Great

Semi-Annu- al

Clothing Sale

'

MIL,IINIJRY

Reduction In Trimmed Hate
Miss C. F. Crane
512

In order to make room for our new goods which are
being shipped from New York by our Eastern buyer

m
ij

All

Summer Clothing Must Go At Once
h
represents
We need the Room and the money
you.
De
not delay. This sale will positivethe saving to
W
&
V
&
ly close on July 20.
One-fift-
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Blue
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Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder
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White Mountain Ice Gream
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